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FOREWORD. 
This report is composed of three volumes: Volume I 
is the Research Report; Volume II consists of recommendations 
for establishing design manuals and Appendices B, C, D, 
E, F, G, and H, which are the design aids required for 
establishing design manuals; Volume III consists of Appendix 
A, an accumulation of the data base used in the study. 
FHWA chose to arrange the report as described to facilitate 
distribution of the results. The methods reported herein 
and designated as the Federal Highway Administration Methods 
are designed to be applied to watersheds smaller than 50 
square miles but may be used on areas up to 100 square 
miles in size. 
This document is disseminated under the sponsorship 
of the Department of Transportation in the interest of 
information exchange. The United States Government 
assumes no liability for its contents or use thereof. 
Sufficient copies of Volumes I and II will be dis-
tributed to provide a minimum of one copy to each FHWA 
Regional office, FHWA Division office and State Highway 
Agency. Volume III will be distributed only upon special 
request since it will be of interest primarily to individ-
uals wishing to verify equations or develop new equations. 
Direct distribution is being made to the Division offices. 
This document is.disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department of 
Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The United States 
Government assumes no liability for its contents or use thereof. The 
contents of this report reflect the views of the contractor, who is 
responsible for the accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents 
do not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of the Department 
of Transportation. This report does not constitute a standard, specification, 
or regulation. 
The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. 
Trade or manufacturers' names appear herein only because they are considered 
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VOLUME I: RESEARCH REPORT 
RUNOFF ESTIMATES FOR SMALL RURAL WATERSHEDS AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF A SOUND DESIGN METHOD 
by 
Joel E. Fletcher, A. Leon Huber, 
Frank W. Haws t and Calvin G. Clyde 
Introduction 
Problem statement 
A basic consideration in the design of bridges and culverts is the esti-
mation of the rate of runoff expected during peak flow periods. Watershed area 
alone does not account for the wide variation in peak rates of runoff found 
among watersheds. Area alone is insufficient even within homogeneous physio-
graphic areas. The addition of other indices such as precipitation, topography, 
etc., is needed to reduce the unexplained variation in the magnitude of peak 
rates of runoff to workable limits. However, this technique does not always 
explain the large discrepancies between the estimated and measured peaks that 
sometimes occur. . 
Potter (ref. 13) realized that a design engineer cannot always wait for 
streamflow measurements. He used watershed data at hand and developed the 
method commonly known as the "Bureau of Public Roads Method" or simply Potter's 
method. This method is the subject of the present investigation. 
Objective 
The objective of this study is to improve the accuracy of Potter's method 
using more recent data while retaining its basic simplicity and independ~nce 
from complicated computational a.ides. 
Statement of work 





Verify, update, and extend Potter's method. 
Refine Potter's method and other methods. 
Field visits and evaluation. 
Evaluation and-analysis. 
1 
Summary of Potter's Method 
Introduction 
The method proposed by Potter (ref. 13) depends on a graphical correlation· 
between the logs of the 10-year peak flow and the logs of the area, a topogra-
phic factor, a precipitation factor, and a correction factor largely represent-
ing the drainage density. The procedure begins with an estimate of the 10-year . 
peak, ql0(ATP)' based on the area,a topographic factor, T,and a precipitation 
factor, P. ~ built-in check using the topographic factor, T, estimates an .. 
approximate error at this point. If the error is greater than 30 percent, the 
correction factor, C, is utilized. Prior to any computations the unknown 
watershed is classified from a physiographic map into a zone depending on and 
reflecting its climatic and geologic properties. 
Pr(}cedure 
1. Zone~ Locate the desired crossing on a United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) 7~ minute quadrangle topographic map. Carefully outline the watershed . 
boundaries leading to the location of the desired culvert. By eye locate the 
center of mass of the enclosed area and record its latitude and longitude. 
With this location enter Potter's zone map and read the proper zone. 
2. Area. Carefully measure the watershed area outlined in No.1. This 
may be done by planimetering, digitizing, or counting the intersections or dots 
on a dense grid. The area is expressed in thousands of acres. 
3. Topographic factor, T. On the topographic map, carefully measure the 
distance up the.main stream channel to its most remote point shown as either a 
solid or broken blue line. This distance is expressed in miles and designated 
as L'. Record the elevation, El' at the culvert site. At a point 0.7 L up-
stream from the culvert site again read the elevation. This is elevation E2. 
Lastly determine the elevation of the most remote point on L'. This elevation 
is E3' From these elevations El, E2' and E3 and distances LZ and L3 the topog-' 
raphic factor, T is calculated as follows: . 
T ... 
where O.'L I = L2 
or T = 
0.7L'/(sl)~ + 0.3L'/(s2)~ 
and O.3L' = Lj 




4. Precipitation factor. Utilizing the location of the centroid of the 
watershed to the nearest second, locate this centroid on the l-hour 10-year 
rainfall map and read the precipitation to the nearest 0.01 inch. This value 
is recorded as the precipitation factor, P60 • 
5. Drainage density. Measure the total length of all drainage channels 
shown as blue lines on the watershed map. This length in miles is called u.. 
Drainage density, DD, is computed by dividing this length by the watershed area" 













6. "e" factor.. Potter (ref. 13) constructed correction factor· curves by 
pl~tting the logs of the ratio, q10/Q10(ATP)' against the logs of the ratio, 
T/TAP' After he had obtained the curve~, h~ called the values of the ratio 
~1O'(hO(ATP)' read from the curves "C." !hus "e" is the value the estimated 
ql0(ATP)· must be multiplied by to obtain Q10(ATPe)' 
7. Potter's flood frequency. Potter (ref. 12) developed what can b~ 
termed an upper and lower frequency curve method for extrapolating sho~t records . 
to determine the less frequent flood peaks. In Potter's own words, 
Frequency studies of the maximum annual peak rates of runoff . 
were made for each watershed. In order to minimize the error that 
might result from the many short periods of runoff record, relations 
between peak rates of high and low frequency were used to obtain 
values of peaks that could be expected to be equalled or exceeded 
on an ~verage of once in 10 years (q10) and once in 50 years (q50)' 
It has been found that when the maximum annual peaks for these 
watersheds were plotted on extremal probability paper, they defined 
two straight line frequency curves. (Potter, ref. 12) 
2 . . 
A high degree of correlation (r > 0.9) was found to exist between the 10-year 
peak as defined by the lower curve and the 10- and 50-year peaks as defined by 
the upper curve. Thus, it is only necessary to determine the ql0 on the lower 
curve to estimate the true ql0 or q50' The lower curve is usually well defined 
by even short records. . 
8. Peak flow estimate. Enter the appropriate zone curves with the area, 
A, the topographic factor, T, and the precipitation factor, P, and read peak 
flow 410' This yields a value for 410(ATP)' Now, enter the corr~sponding . 
curves for the relation between T, A, and P and read a value for T(AP).Express 
the difference between this value and the measured value of T as a percentage 
of error or 
error = 
T - T AP 
x 100 
If this error is smaller than 30 percent, the estimate of q10(ATP) is considered 
to be an adequate estimate of the 10-year peak flow. If the errot is greater 
than 30 percent, the estimate q10(ATP) must be multiplied by a lIell value 
obtained by entering the correction curve with T/TAP •. 
9. Errors and assumptions described by Potter. 
a. Map scal·e. Potter (ref. 13) did not speci·fy the scale of the USGS maps 
from which he determined the watershed parameters. He presumably preferred 
the 1/24,000 maps. From Potter's notes, however, it appears that four or five 
of his watersheds were located in areas where only 1/62,500 scale maps were 
available. He made no mention of any adjustments for map scale. 
b. Area. Potter used the published USGS areas which are in square miles 
and converted them to thousands of acres by multiplying by the factor 0.640. 








Verify, Update, and Extend Potter's Method 
Parameters and measurement 
1. Map scales. Only two map scales were encountered on the Potter water-
sheds, 1/24,000 and 1/62,500. No corrections were made for map scale until 
the section on areal extension of the Potter method. These effects will be 
discussed at that time. 
2. Area. Potter's areas and those determined by Utah State University 
(USU) differ by only about 1 percent (1.08). Errors in area appear insignifi-
cant, so no corre.ction for map scale need be made. The major differences 
found were due to new and more accurate maps which actually indicated some 
differing watershed boundaries. 
3. Operator differences. The differences between operators were small 
and non-significant so long as the same external controls were applied. In 
the most complex operation, that of determining the topographic factor, T, the 
differences, though larger, were still not significant as indicated by Students 
t test (ref. 16). Both sets of topographic factors are given in Table 1 (p. 
5-9) along with other data on the Potter watersheds. These data are basic to 
&11 additional studies in this paper. 
4. Interrelationships among parameters. Potter (ref. 13) stated that he 
found a close correlation between drainage density, DD, and the topographic 
factor, T, and thus decided to discard DD in favor of T. The Utah State 
University data show a significant correlation between DD and T but there is 
sufficient residue to justify retention of DD. Furthermore, there are better 
interrelationships among all of the other parameters that Potter did retain 
than between DD and T. 
5. Comparison between Potter's'original curves and new curves using 
Potter's data. The values of the 10-year peak flow, ql0' were determined by 
USU as outlined by Potter (ref. 12). For example, Figure 1 (p. 10) shows the 
extraction of the q10 upper value for Potter Zone I Watershed 19. In this 
particular 16 years of record the values read from the upper and lower fre-
quency curves are not materially different. The second example is for a shorter' 0 
(lO-year) record station, Figure 2 (p. 11). In this example, there'is a sharp 
break upward because of the outlier at 0.99 thousand cubic feet per second (Mcfs)' 
The regression line for the relationship between Potter's 10-year peak 
flows, qlO' and the USU 10-year peak flows, Q10' has a one to one slope and an 
r2 value of 0.94 using 96 watersheds. The two series of peak flows are not 
significantly different as indicated by the t test. 
The derivation of the curves for the relationships between the individual 
parameters and the 10-year peak flow can also be influenced by operator dif- u 
ferences. The curves for the relationships between Q10 and area were fitted 
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Table 1. Continued. Explanation of numbered column headings. 
IPotter's zone and watershed number. 
lARSO. These are the numbers the Agricultural Research Service has given to their experimental watersheds. 
3USGS#. These are the standard gaging station numbers used in the U.S. Geological Survey water supply papers. 
4Lat. This column is the latitude of the watershed center. Degrees and minutes. 
S1ong. This column is the longitude of the watershed center. Degrees and minutes. 
GUSU Area. The watershed area as measured by Utah State University personnel. Thousands of acres. 
7pt Area •. The watershed area,as reported by Potter. Thousands of acres. 
8pTR ZN. Potter zone. , 
9pa Area. Soil Conservation Service problem area. 
lOpTP P60. The 10-year I-hour precipitation as reported by Potter. Inches. 
llUSU P60. The lo-year I-hour precipitation as determined by the authors. Inches. 
12pTR T. The T value as reported by Potter. 
T - O.:1L//Si" + 0.3L/rs; 
13USU T. The T value as determined by the authors. 
~ 
ul 
14USU PlO. The lo-year lo-minute precipitation intensity in inches per hour. 
15USU L'. The length in miles up the principal drainage channel from the culvert site to end of the channel delineated as either a solid or dashed 
blue line on the ~ minute topographic map. 
16USU DD. ,The drainage denaity as determined by the authors. Kiles per 1000 acrea. 
17USU STR •.. Percent storage. The percentage of the surface area of the watershed occupied by lakes. SW8lllps. playas. etc. 
18L'/iTS. 'The lengt~ of the principal ,drainage divided by its mean slope. . 
19pHY ZN. The physiographic section of the watershed center from the map of Fenneman and Johnaon. 
20pTR QUI. The lo-year instantaneous peak runoff as reported by Potter. Thousands of cfe. 
21USU QlO •. Thelo-year instantaneous peak runoff as determined by the authora with ruDoff data prior to 1958. Thousands of cfs. 
22584 QM.': The 2.33-Yesr instantaneous peak runoff from data prior to 1958. Thouasnds of cfs. 23584 Q25. The, 25-year instantaneous peak runoff from pesks prior to 1958. Thousands of cfs. 24584 Q50; The 50-year instantaneous pesk runoff from peaks prior to 1958. . 
25q2.33. The 2.33 year instantaneous peak runoff from peaks for the entire period of record. 
26QIO. The IO-Year instantaneous peak runoff from peaks for the entire period of record. . 
27QIO L06. The lo-year instantaneous peak runoff from peaks for the entire period of record ~ using log 'Gumbel paper with a graphical method. 
29Q25. The 25-year inStantaneous peSk runoff from peaks for the entire period of record. 
29Q50. The 50-year instantaneous pesk runoff from peaks for the entire period of record. 




manner and with log q10 minimized. These curves for Potter group 1 watersheds 
are shown complete with Potter~s data points and USUmeasured data points in 
Figures 3 through 6 for Zones I through IV~ respectively (p. 13-16). Potter's 
curve through the mean is also shown for reference. The reader is invited to ," 
draw his own conclusions regarding goodness of fit. In an effort to determine 
exactly how Potter obtained his line USU also minimized the log x deviations 
squared for the same data points. This line was nearer but still did not agree·~ 
with Potter~s line. The q10 vs. area relationships as represented by Potter~s 
curves would tend to overemphasize the parameters other than area below the 
mean and reverse this affect above the mean. The most plausible explanation 
for the seemingly poor fit of Potter's line to the data is that Potter used 
graphical correlation to fit the data points and must have plotted the data 
to different scales than those used in Figures 3 through 6 (p. 13-16). The fit 
obtained by graphical correlation is scale dependent and can produce results 
similar to those in the referenced figures. Figure 7 (p. 17) shows the regres 
sion line relating ten year peak flow, q10' to the watershed area~ A~ for all . 
Potter watersheds with no zoning. 
The watershed parameters and other appropriate data as determined by both\~ 
Potter and USU are tabulated in Table 1 (p. 5-9). These basic data were either 
determined from USGS maps or from the publications of the USGS, the Agricultui '1 
Research Service (ARS), the Soil Conservation Service (SCS), and various State, ," 
agencies concerned with water data. 
Statistical t tests (Steel and Torrie, ref. 16) show no significant dif-
ferences between the values of any of the basic parameters such as A, P factot; 
T factor or q10 determined by Potter or USU. The individual differences on 
watersheds appear to be higher or lower on an essentially random basis since 
there were no significant group differences. In the instance of drainage 
density, Potter's values were not published so could not be compared. However, 
the high correlation mentioned by Potter between DD and T factors yielded an " . 
. r2 value of 0.1602 with a log-log transform on 96 watersheds. This valUe is \ 
significant at the 1 percent level but obviously does not account for a major 
portion of the variability by itself. 
The correlation between DD and area is Similar to that between DD and T ,. 
having an r2 value of 0.1647 with the same 96 watersheds. Both of the DD 
relationships are much less correlated with area than the T factor where the . 
r2 value is 0.5479 using the same watersheds and 0.2405 with 545 watersheds 
(watersheds from all of the United States). 
The relationship between the T factor and L/l:Shas an r2 of 0.9216 using 
96 watersheds, and the t value between them is not significant, thus, there 
appears to be little choice between these parameters. This relationship is , 
similar to the precision obtained for the two sets of measurements. L/I:S is 
a simpler parameter to visualize so should be a preferred parameter if all ei~E 
were equal. It appears that the value of T published by Potter for the Zone 11 
Watershed 29 is in error, possibly in printing, since the (1) in front of thf' ~ 
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Figure 3. The relationship between 10-year peak flow and area for Potter Zone I, G~oup 1, watersheds 
obtained br regression analysis from Potter data and USU data and the graphical correlation 
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Figure 4. The relationship between IO-year peak flow and area for Potter Zone II, Group 1. watersheds 
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ZONE D!.OP. I POTTER CURVE 
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Figure 5. The relationship between lO-year peak flow and area for Potter Zone III, Group 1, watersheds 
obtained by regression analysis from Potter data, USU data and the graphical correlation 
eurvefor qlO(AT) reported by Potter that goes through the mean of the data. 
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Figure 6. The relationship between lO-year peak flow and area for Potter Zone IV, Group 1, watersheds 
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Figure 7. Comparison between the various regression equations relating the lO-year peak flow and area 
obtained from the USU data and the Potter data for all 96 Potter watersheds. 
I~ 
Potter zones. A study of the performance of Potter's four zones seemed 
to be in order. The map, "Problem Areas in Soil Conservation," Figure 8 (p. 
19), was entered with the centroid location of each of Potter's watersheds to 
obtain the problem area. .The problem areas indicated are: 
Zone I Zone II Zone III Zone IV 
B-2 A-6 B-8 B-l0 
B-7 B-5 B-ll B-ll 
B-8 B-8 B-13 B-12 
B-9 B-15 B-14 B-13 r~ 
B-14 C-4 B-16 r ~ 
B-15 D-24 .B-17 
B-16 B-20 r~ 
C-8 B-26 l c C-9 
C-l0 r " 
Note: B-8 appears in three zones, B-15 appears in two zones, and B-16 ,~ 
appears in two zones. 
The 10-year peak flow per 1000 acres (ql0/A) was chosen as the paramete!, _ 
to represent runoff. The ql0/A values were tabulated, and t values were com-
puted for each pair of problem areas where sufficient samples existed. The r' 
significant t values are compiled in Table 2 (p. 20). { j 
The t values suggest the following conclusions: 
1 • areal. Problem area A-6 is significantly different from all other problem ... -
where sufficient data exist to make the t test. 
r ~ 
2. f Problem area B-20 is significantly different from problem areas B-l0, ll~ 
and 16, and no other significant differences exist. 
If this information is applied to Potter's zones, it suggests that Zon~ ( 
is significantly different from the other zones except for the inclusion of L.J 
problem areas B-8 and B-15~ Because B-13,16, and 20 are all in Zone III, the 
Ir ' 
are differences between Zones III and IV. The t value for Zone II was signil J 
cantly different from the other zones except III and in Zone III the value d.." 
was just below the 5 percent level. The same weak diffe·rences are borne out b 
the similar slopes 0 f the lines for each zone in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 (p. r "3 
16). Furthermore, if log ql0/A is plotted against log A, the range of diffe .. _e 
between the extremes is in the order of 14 percent which is certainly within t 
point spread about the lines. 
Graphical correlation. If we adopt the division of watersheds of Potte .... 
(ref. 13) into Group 1 and Group 2, follow the graphical correlation techniqUE 
as outlined by Ezekial and Fox (ref. 6), and construct a set of curves from" '} 
Group 1 data for the relation between log Ql0 and log A, the curves of FiguL!1 
3 through 6 (p. 13-16) are obtained for each respective zone. All values are 
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Figure 8. Map of the problem areas in soil conservation. Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D.C. 
Table 2. Significance of t values for differences between peak flows per 
unit area and pairs of problem areas. 
Problem Area B8 BIO Bll B13 Bl4 







*t . value significant at the 5 percent level. 
** t. value significant at the 1 percent level. 
* 
B16 B20 C4 




Blank spaces and missing problem areas indicate non-significant t values' 
or insufficient data to make the t test. 
respective curves of Figures 3 through 6 (po 13-16) are regressed against log 
T. Table 3 (p. 21) gives the equations derived during this process for eac~~ 
zone along with the correlation coefficient, r, indicating the goodness of fl 
of each equation. Note that the relative magnitude of the effect of T is s~] 
when compared to' A as represented by the much smaller exponents and smaller ,.1 
values given by the 8Y 1 vs. log T relationship., l " 
The residual y deviations from the regression of 8Y1 on log Tor 8Y2 
are next regressed against the log of the precipitation factor P 60' to get {', 
relationships also shown in Table 3 (p. 21). 
In order to allow some of the beneficial effect of the interaction that 
may exist among the three independent variables being considered, A, T, and 
P60'.~ correction equation is then obtained by regressing q10 against Q10(ATP: 
as estimated from applying the proper zone equations for each of the 52 Grou~ 
Potter watersheds. This results in the correction equation also shown in T~ 
3 (p. 21) and shown graphically as Figure 9 (p.'22). tJ 
The results of the above derived equations were then tested against th\-' 
Gr.oup 2 watersheds, data from which were not used in the derivation of the ~ 
equations and are tabulated in Table 4 (p. 23). The error for the Group 2 
data seems to be of the same order of magnitude as that for the Group 1 datp 
thus indicating the validity of the approach. LJ 
When Potter tested his graphically derived equations against the Group 2 
, "' data, it became apparent that a correction factor was necessary. His appro;: 
was to relate the correction factor, C, to an error in the estimate of the L.: 
topographic factor, T(AP), as a function of area and 10-year 60-minute pre-
























Table 3. Equations relating. 10 year peak flow, q1Q' to area, A, to,pograph1.c 
factor, T, and the 10 year-60 minute prec1pitation, P60, derived 















































































(2) r is the correlation coefficient between two variables x + y. It 
is calculated by: 
r .. I: (x - x) (1:y - y) 
-VI: (x - x) 2 1: (y _ y) 2 
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Figure 9. The' K correction curve. The relationship between the observed ~,~' 
values of the lO-year flow peaks and those estimated by graphical 
correlation with area~ topographic factor~ and precipitation fact""t 








Table 4. Comparison of lO-year runoff peaks and estimates (Potter methods). 
Watershed Error Watersbed Error 
No. ql0 Ql0(ATP60) Ql0(1t) % of lie. Ql0 Ql0(ATP60) Ql0(1t) % of !lefa lIets !lefs Ql0(K) !lefs Hcis !leta 41O{l:) 
Zone I Zone II (Continued) 
Group 1 1 0.096 0.121 0.105 8.5 G";'up 2 20 1.4~0 1.477 1.569 9.5 
2 0.270 0.231 0.211 -21.9 22 0.230 0.657 0.653 64.8 
3 0.440 0.424 0.401 - 8.1 23 0.385 0.731 0.140 47.9 
4 0.400 0.340 0.321 -24.8 27, 0.918 1.065 1.102 16.7 
6 1.060 0.921 ,0.941 -12.6 ,29, 0;530 0.949 0.973 45.S 
12. O.llO 0.211 0.191 44.2 30 0;830 0.935 0.957 13.3 
39 ' 0.830 0.938 '0.960 13.6 31 0;590 0.979 1.006 41.3 
42 1.050 1.263 1.324 20.1 32 0:'520 1.024 1.055 50.7 
44 0.860 1.280 1.344 36,.0 34 0.'920 1.083 1.121 16.6 
SO 1.550 1.189 1.241 -24.9 35 1.140 1.127 1.111 2.7 
58 3.900 1.652 1. 710 -120.3 36' 1.250 L149, 1.196 - 4.5 
Group 1 410 .. ean - 0.9605 Mef. 
40 1:100 1.245 1.304 15.1 
45 2.100 1.581 1.695 -23.8 
Percent Standard Error of Estimate. 17.5 48 2.350 1.609 1.721 -36.6 
Group 2 5 0.690 0.530 0.518 -n.2 Group 2 <i1O '1IIean ,. 1,0202 
8 0.860 0.818 0.828 - 3.8 Percen.t Standard Error of Estimate ;. 36.1 
9 0.860 0.930 0.952 9.6 
10 <1.910 0.905 0.924 1.5 Zone III 
19 1.150 1.523 1.622 - 1.9 Group 1 2 0.635 0.546 ,0.535 
-18.7 20 1.800 0.957 0.981 -83.4 3 0.370 0.566 0.556 33.S 22 5.600 2.638 2.936 -90.1 4 0.490 0.580' 0.571 14.2, lla 0.142 0.344 0.324 56.1 9 1.150 1.134 1.179 2.4 ISb 0.119 0.344 0.324 44~9 
38 0.660 0.982 1.009 34.6, 
10 2.000 1.225 1:281 -56.1 
41 1.300 1.125 1.169 
- 1.1 
12 1.500 1.311 1.448 
- 3.6 
47 0.820 1.256 1.316 37.7 
14 0.580 1.356 1.430 59.4 
49 1.150 1.429 1.514 26,0 
17 1.720 1.347 1.420 ~21.1 
22 2.500 1.586 1.694 
-47.6 53 1.870 1. 739 1.872 0; 1 
55 2.050 1.812 1.956 - 4.8 Group, f <ill) llean • L216'· 
56 2.050 1.396 1.476 -38.9 Percent Standard Error of Estimate'. 44.3 
Group 2 qlO lEIeau - 1.4182 Group 2 1 0.014 0.070 0.058 75.9 
Percent Standard Error of EstilOate • 55.1 6 0.710 0.662 0.659 
- 7.8 
Zoae II 
1 3.600 1.229 1.286 -180.0 ' 
13 3.900 1.820 1.965 ,-98.4 
Group 1 1 0.101 0.129 0.112 4;9 18 2.380 1.729 1.860 -28.0 
2 0.061 0.057 0.047 -31.2 19 1.850 1.418 1.501 -23.2 
3 0.155 0.200 0.181 14.2 20 1.550 1.433 1.518 - i.l 
4 0.092 0.102 0.087 - 5.S 21 8.700 2.441 2.700 -222.2 
5 0.096 0.103 0.088 
- 8.9 
,Group z' <Ill> _ - 2.838 
6 0.092 0.137 0.120 23.3 
1 0.420 0.393 0.375 -12.0 Percent Standard Error of EstilOate .• 9i.o 
8 0.620 0.472 0.457, -35.7 Zone IV 
9 0.160 0.116 0.157 
- 1.1 
10 0.295 0.233 0.213 -38.4 Group 1 2 0.490 . 0.575 0 .• 566 13.4 
11 0.150 0,230 0.210 28.6 6 1.240 1.223 1.279 3.1 
14 0.900 1.011 1.041 13.6 7 2 .• 900 1.536 1.636 -71.2 
15 0.630 0.444 0.428 -47.3 10 2.200 2.049 2.235 1.5 
16 0.320 0.461 0.446 28.2 12 2.900 2;421 2.683 - 8.1 
21 0.630 0.630 0.624 -0.9 IS 2.280 3.293 3.732 38.9 
26 1.400 1.071 1.108 -26.3 16 2.130 3.155 3.563 40.2 
28 0.660 0.868 0,883 25.3 ,17 3.700 3.616 4.129 10;4 
33 0.940 1.234 1.292 21.2 Group 1 <il0: IOean - 2.230 31 1.300 1.153 1.200 
- 8.3 
43 2.300 1.627 1.742 -32.1 Percent Standard, Error of, Estimate .' 44.8 , 
46 1.900 1.571 1.671 -13.3 Group 2 3 1.,910 1.191 1.243 51 1.420 1.660 1.780 20.2 -55.6 
57 3,950 2.252 2.475 -59.6 
5 0.,140 ,1.652 1.214 39.0 
59 5.600 4.364 5.060 -10.7 8 1.060 1.715 1.S44 42.5 9 1.150 1.818 1.963 41.4 
Group 1 <i 10 IOean c 1.008 11 1.600 2.302 2;534 36.9 
Percent Standard Error' of EstilO8 te • 38.7 13 0; 750 2.258 2.482 69.8 
Group 2 qlO ....... - 1.202 
Percent Standard Error of Estimate· 100.3 
Error %of q .O'V'\ 1 (l~'\.) is defined as q i 0 qi 0 (K) x 100 
qiO{K) 
percent standard error of estimate is defined as 100 
.... ,"' ·2 
1_(q..:,1.=..O _'" ...,......:ql:..:;,.O tK)} 
2.3 
greatly reduced by the development of a correction factor derived from using 
the Group 2 data. However, this left no possibility of an independent check 
of the method as this exhausted the data available to him at that time, but 
gave the best fit he could achieve by graphical methods, which he then pub-
lished, USU tested an extension of the method described above which may be 
termed as a modified Potter method and is described in the following sections:-
Improve Potter's Method with Additional Years ~f Data 
Determination of 10-year flood peak 
Climate, record length, and the procedure for determining the 10-year 
annual flood peaks influence the values obtained. Schmidt (ref. 14) compared r ' 
the commonly used distributions for determination of flood frequencies on 167 
watersheds within the Great Basin and the Colorado River Drainage Basin. He' 
found that within the range of the data, the inverse cubic polynomial fit the" 
flood data consistently best; and Gumbel, log normal, and log Pearson III wer 
good fitting functions within the range of the data. .. " 
It was mentioned earlier, that the Potter values of ql0 and those derivef~ 
by USU using the same upper and lower frequency method were not significant1y( ~ 
different by the t test. The r2 value for this comparison was 0.789 indicating 
that some differences in the for.m of "noisetl exist but are sufficiently randl-'. 
in nature that the t value is not significant. The r2 values for Potter ql0 . 
versus USU q10 with additional years of record were 0.679 and for USU q10 to .~ 
1958 and q10 to date, 0.895. The difference or unexplained variation is rando~ 
in nature. Note that there is a greater difference between operators than f 
between the two different sets with different numbers of years of record. l_ 
Other return periods 




ferent return values of annual flood peaks determined from the data through f'" 
1958 and to the present. Some watersheds were discontinued during the perio~ 
between 1958 and the present so the record lengths are variable but most watJi· 
sheds had additional years of record between 1958 and the present. The distri· 
r -but ion of the record lengths may be seen in Figure 10 (p. 26). 
L ,.i 
The correlations between the various frequencies are all close but there 
is a consistently closer relation between the Q10 and Q50 values than betweef' 
Q10 and Q2.33' There is a poorer relation with the Q10 values derived by thEi_ 
log extreme method than between values derived from different record lengths. 
The correlations between the peak flow values to 1958 and the same freQuenci~~ 
of Q to date are as follows: 2.33 yr., r = 0.743; 10 yr., r = 0.946; 25 yr.· 
r = 0.885; and 50 yr., r = 0.765. This suggests that Potter showed wisdom ih: 





























Table 5. Correlation coefficients, r, for various frequencies and record 
lengths. 
USU Potter USU 
q10 to 58 q10 q10 to Date 
USU to 1958 
q'lO 0.888 0.972 
q2.33 0.835 0.933 0.812 
q25 0.963 0.786 0.923 
q50' 0.883 0.682 0.830 
USU to Date 
q10 0.972 0.862 
q2.33 0.827 0.871 0.832 
q25 0.921 0.795 0.932 
Q50 0.890 0.752 0.916 
log Q10 0.963 0.888 0.985 
Effects of record length on interrelationships 
among parameter s 
USU usu USU 
Log Q10 
q25 Q50 to Date 
0.963 0.921 0.890 
0.856 0.708 0.661 
0.903 0.858 
0.809 0.970 
0.985 0.943 0.916 




Table 6 (p. 27) shows a group of correlation coefficients for watershed 
parameters for the period through 1958 and with the records to date. Con-
sistently ,the coefficients are higher as the record gets longer, as one would 
expect. All relationships have the same number of watersheds (96) in the 
correlation. 
Map scale effects 
Map scales effect the physical parameters read therefrom principally 
because the smaller the map scale ratio, the shorter are the lengths of the 
drainages drafted in blue lines. If scales are other than the 7~ minute 
quadrangles, a correction factor must be used to make values comparable. 
Figure 11 (p. 28) shows the relationship between L values derived from the 
1:24,000 and 1:250,000 scale maps. The r2 is about 0.9 for this relationship. 
It appears to be within the errors in the determination of Q10' but note that 
the curve slope is not 1:1 and that maps with scales nearer the 7~ minute maps 
would be between the 1:1 and the line of Figure 11 (p. 28). 
Figure 12 (p. 29) gives the relationship between DD from the 1:24,000 and 
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Years of Record 
Figure 10. The distribution of record lengths on the Potter watersheds in thk 
"to date" sample. 
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Ii 
tHfl'~" .. , .I.!, toO, gc_; 
Table 6. Correlation coefficients, r, for watershed parameters lVitb: lo-year 
peak flows, ql0' derived from watershed records through 1958 and 
























* is 5 percent probability. 
** is 1 percent probability. 
Ql0 to Date Q10/A to Date 
0.711** .,.0.498** 
0.470** .... 0.529** 








(Note that the transformed data correlates better than the untransformed.) 
somewhat poorer than for the L values, but the DD values are still usable if no 
better maps are available •. 
The mean slope of a watershed can readily be determined even on the 
1:250,000 map. Thus an estimate of L/IS can readily be made •. The relation. 
between Potter's T and L/i,Svalues measured from the same scale maps are given 
in Figure 13 (p. 30). The r2 ·for this relation is 0.9216, so it could be used 
with confid.QCe. 
Extend Potter's Method to Additional Areas 
in States Sampled by Potter 
Location of Potter and new watersheds 
The locations of Potter's. watersheds and the additional watersheds in the 
same States are shown in Figure 14 (p. 31). The descriptions of each of the 
Potter watersheds are given in Table 1 (p. 5-9) and the data for the additional 
watersheds considered in this phase are given in Table 7 (p. 32-36). As may be 
seen in FigUre 14 (p. 31), the Potter States are Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, 
~ntucky, Maryland, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North carolina, 
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• Sample Watershed Location 
Figure 14. The location of the 2.70 sample watersheds in the States considered" by Potter.' 
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· Table 7. Continued. . Explanation of nUJilberedcoluum headingtiJ. 
lArl!l! in' squar~1iIiies •. 
. 24ri!.~n thcius~s()f.acrelJ; , .. ' .... ". 
lIpotterll:oi\'e .. iis'Cied'led ,fr01ll Pbtter~ S map.IiI' .. 
'7RBArj,iii.;SOi;L: Cc,;ris~rVl!ticiilservic.ep~ol>lem are~. 
P€lQ.,1G-yE!'ar6Q-!lIini.ltE! ra1nfall:Inches,. '., ; '. 
6'PIO;-!O;yeir l~min~terain~81i intensity; .Inches per hour. 
~PTRT.' PotterTvalue~a8i!0inJ)utea by the authdrs~' . . ....... . 
SDII.. Drainag~ derisltflit'the'¢otill length of al1dra:i.nagechannels on the watershed.:l.n miles divid~by, duiwatershed area. Miles/ 
tnousahdacres.<\';.·· '. ';>' .' .•..•....•• ,. .' . . . , 
'9stora:ge.TheJlercferi1:age'.pfth~.w~terShE!dco'l1'ered by lakes.swam~s. p18yas, etc. . ". \ .'. ..' . , .' " .• 19teilgtb'Th~lengthpfthep:r:l.ncipal dra1rtage'C!18nnel assbown as eitber a solid or broken blue line on the topographicmap.,MUes;· 
Ilp~y~ ZN.~ .. The phys1ograpbicsect:ii?nasl;ak.mfroiJ!,the Fenneman . arid Johnson map; . Figure 20;. 
'12QIO;'l:IlelO~YE!.r runc:iffpe/ik.aadetetminedfroDttlibulations of' flow data. Thousands of ds. 
~3Q5·0.,The 50;"Year.pe'~Kl''';noffias.determined frOm .ac:tua!measurement data. Thousands' of cfs. 
~~QI0/A.! The,)O-yearpeakrugoffper tinit 6£ At.ea. cis/acre." . 
.... ,'''''' 

















The data showing the a4ditiona1 watersheds and parameters are given in 
Table 7 (p. 32-36). The values for the parameters in the additional watersheds 
from the Potter states are considered to be representative of the Potter water-
sheds themsel~es except that the additional watersheds represent more physi-
ographic sections than Potter's original watersheds. 
Deviation of the modified Potter method 
curves for testing the new data 
The method described previously relating the 10-year peak flow to area, 
topographic factor, and precipitation using only Potter Group 1 data was now 
repeated using the USU extended data from all 96 Potter watersheds. Potter's 
zonation,was retained primarily for testing purposes. The derived equations 
are given in Table 8 (p. 38) and are shown graphically in Figures 15 through 
18 (p. 39-42). Equations for each of the four Potter zones as well as a set 
lumping all the zones together were derived. The equations were then tested 
against a sample of 25 watersheds selected randomly from Table 7 (p. 32-36). 
The sampling was done by first randomly selecting one watershed from each 
State, then by taking one more sample from each State in which six or more 
watersheds were shown in Table 7 (p. 32-36) until a total of 25 watersheds 
were select.ed. 
Estimation of 10-year peak flow 
from Potter type curves 
Three different estimates of the 10-year peak flow were made for compari-
son purposes for each of the 25 watersheds. This comparison is given in Table 
9 (p. 43). A 10-year peak flow estimate is obtained as follows using Figures 
15-18 (po 39 .. 43): First, enter Figure 15 (p. 39) with the watershed area and 
read the tll0(A) value from the proper curve (zone or lumped). For example, if 
the area is 5.200 thousand acres in Zone I, read Q10(A) as 1.15 Mefs. Second, 
enter Figure 16 (p. 40) with the value of T and read DY 1 • To continue the 
example, if T for the above Zone I watershed was 1.15, read DY1 as 0.99. DY2 
is similarly determined from Figure 17 (p. 41) using P60 as the argument. 
For example, if the above watershed had a P60 of 2.20 inches, read DY2 as 1.70. 
The fourth step is to mUltiply the three above numbers together to obtain 
Q10{ATP) = 1.15 x 0.99 x 1.70 = 1.94 Mcfs. The final step is to enter Figure. 
18 (p.q2) with Q10(ATP)as the argument and read Ql0(K) which is the estimate 
of q10. To conclude the above example, entering Figure 19 (p. 44) with a value 
of 1.94 on the Ql0(ATP) axis the value for Q10(K) is read as 1.66 Mcfs. Alter-
natively, the same value could have been obtained by solving the respective 
Zone I equations given in Table 8 (p. 38) for Ql0(A), DY1, DY2, and Ql0(K)' 
The values given in the comparison, Table 9 (p. 43), were developed in a manner 
similar to that described above. 
The comparison shown in Table 9 (p. 43) was designed to indicate the value 
of zoning as opposed to lumping all of the data together to derive a Single set 
of equations. In addition, a third comparison was made to evaluate whether 
there was much difference between the USU derived equations and those curves 







Table 8. Equations relating 10 year runoff peak, .qlO, to. a:r;e:a,:t\,.t-opog~.9.p~1c 
";factori:T,and l()'year60 minute' precipitation, :P~o~'" derived ·£tom~a':tl 








ClI0(A). 0.45894 AO.55730 '. 
0.98877 'r-0.02446 
D'f2 • 0.15197p3.06468 













A 0.57097 .. ' . 
0,.97015 T-O ~02191 
.0.j5418·I'Ai;49032 
q10(K) - 1.070ISqio~~~t . 1;301 
qlOCA)- 0.47989AO.722.45 
DYI" 1.01359. TO.02862 
DY2 - 0.01752 p~042379 
1 00742'. qAO.97539 qlOCK)· •. . 10 (ATP) 
0;810it'AO.43263 ql0(A)'~ .' . 
DY., •. · 1· •. ·0·0131;.0.· ..• 0.0638 
. F> 
DiZ' .' '.... 0"0' 68" '6:'7 p·3 •n09? 
. '~.. ..' ~O ••... 
,.. ····0..93455· 1.~3877qlO{ATP) .. 
. . 
• . O· .·.··5·4·'5···7· Z ,.0; 5. 8.863 




DY2 '. 'O'~24383' 'pl.99847 . 
. ~U){K} ... ·.'l.~0959q!J~!~~ 
2.2.49 
2.072 
·Notesexplain1~·the t!:olumn headings: 
.27 0.612 




. }8 0.468 . 











96 "0 .• 059 
96 0~534 
(1) qlOi.s.t.h.e mea~ 10 yea.r peak flow calcUlsted from the. observed 10 ykr peak; 
flows .. for "each zone; .. ·.· .' 
(2)PSEEisthe~tailda.rderrorof estimate expressed as apercent'of thezorie'q'lO' 
It is calculated,bytbeequation:' . 
:. 100' 
. PSg - =-:-. 
1110· 
(3) n is-the . nUmber of watersheds Used in d~riving the data • 




where x and y a,re any two independent and' dependentVariable~ •. respect1.v~ly; 
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• MEAN OF THE LOG 10 DATA 
---ZONE Ii: q =O.8109AO.4326 - ->- - ---
ZONE II q 
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Figure 18. Correction curves, K, for Potter States to be used with Figures 
15, 16, and 17. 
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Table 9. A selected sample of watersheds from Potter's states used to test the areal ext.ension· of 
Potter'smetbod. to'other watersheds in the original states. 
IAaped Zou ~. P01:1:er Curves 
Watershed Potter <110 A 
A 1st A 2nd Ql0(ATPC) 3rd Sta1:e 1000 T P60 <110(1:) Brror <110(1:) Error Brror No. ZOne Mefs Acres 111Ches Percent Mefs Percent Mets Percen1: 
Delaware 2 IV 0.381 2.464 1.159 2,42 1.391 12.3 1.311 10.6 0.126 -201.3 
Illinois 12 I 0.228 9.192 2.389 1.96 2.008 88.6 2.512 91.1 1.230 81.5 
Illinois 13 I 1.860 3.469 0.516 2.08 1.219 -52.5 1-.519 -11.8 1.6() -16.3 
Iowa 23 I 1.179 5.191 1.148 2.21 1.111 -0.4 2.689 33.8 1.800 ,. 1.2 
Iowa 30 I 1.620 6.184 1.436 2.49 2.110 40.2 5.341 .69.6 4.100 60.5 
lCe!1tuclty 35 III 8.944 14.336 1.381 2.19, 3.316 -169.1 4.023 -122.3 6.160 -32.3 
Kentucky 40 IV 1.128 1.101 0,368, , 2.23 0.681 -64.1 0.145 -51.4 0.169 -561.6 
Maryland 45 IV 1.585 6.12 1.795 2.50 2.701 41.3 2.118 21.2 0.102 -125.8 
Maryland 54 IV 1.222 11.7.76 0.891 2.28 3.229 62.0 2.081 41.3 1.960 37.7 
Missouri 60 I 0.934 0.832 '0.301 2.52 0.154 -23.9 1.219 23.4 0.830 -12.5 
Missouri 68 III 0.'847 0.398 0.134 2.39 0.421 -98.3 0.479 -71.0 ~.580 -46.0 
Nebraska 74 I 4.529 14.72 2.421 2.45 4.243 - 6.1 8.792 48.5 7.600 40.4 
Nebraska 90 I 1.090 4.346 1.230 2.43 1.939 43.8 3.472 68.6 1.100 35.9 
Nebraska 98 I 3.429 13.888 2.193 2.32 3.639 5.8 6.139 49.1 6.000 42.9 
New Jersey 101 II 1.909 13.824 2.128 2.06 2.802 31.9 3.255 41.4 5.440 64.9 
New York 108 IV 0.068 4.160 0.674 2.18 1.512 95.5 1.198 94.3 0.300 71.3 
~ N. carolina 118 II 0.120. 0.160 0.378 2.58 0.273 56.2 0.266 54.9 0.268 55.3 
W N. Carolina 129 IV 0.525 2.464 1.300 2.82 1.86 71.8 2.056 74.5 0.050 -950.1 
Oklahoma 134 II 0.940 14.120 2.27 2.59 4.799 80.4 5.020 81.3 12.500 92.5 
Pennsylvania 141 I 0.934 6.528 0.852 1. 74 1.221 23.9 1.199 22.1 1.200 22.5 
Texas 147 IV 0.446 0.947 0.251 3.12 1.311 66.0 1.856 '16.0 0.600 25.7 
Virginia 1.51 IV 0.884 4.890 3.010 2.60 2.366 62.6 2.153 .58.9 0.029 -2948.6 
Virginia 169 III 0.325 5.331 0.432 2.16 1. 759 81.5 1 • .803 82.0 1.836 82.3 
Virginia 163 IV 0.262 5.472 0.246 2.12 3.000 91.3 2.531 89.7 2.640 90.1 
Wisconsin 113 I 0.422 10.688 ' 2.146 1.98 2.178 80.6 2.875 85.3 2.280 81.5 
. Q10 mean 1.4567 Range absolute error 0.4 to 169.7% 11.8 tQ 122.3% 1. 2 to 2948.6% 
Mean absolute error 60.5% 62.1%. 232.0% 
Standard deviation 1.856 Mefs 2.291 Mefs 2.870 Mefs 
Standard error of estimate percent 
of measured 121.4% 157.3% 197.0% 
.: ",. '~'l ...... ,' .. , 
'I:; 
100~--------------------~~--~--~~~~~ 
----- FIRST. ERROR 
SECOND ERROR 
-_ ........ THIRD ERROR 
10 20 30 4050 60 70 80 90 100 110 
MAXIMUM ERROR C% of Estimate8)'~' 
Figure 19. Mass error curves for 25 sample watersheds 
States. ' 
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The first error estimates were made using the lumped curves or equations. 
The range in absolute error as a percent of the estimated q10 was from 0.4 per-
cent to 169.7 percent with a mean absolute error of 60.5 percent. The standard 
error of estimate was 127.4 percent of. the mean q10' . 
The second error estimates utilized the zone equations. They proquced a 
mean absolute error of 62.1 percent with a range from 1 7.8 to 122.3 percent 
and a percent standard error of estimate of 157.3. 
The third error estimates utilized the published Potter curves directly. 
They produced a mean absolute error of 232.0 percent ranging from 1.2 percent 
to 2948.6 percent. The percent standard error of estimate was 197.0 percent. 
The mass error cUrves for these three comparisons are shown inP'1gure 19 
(p. 44). The general conclusion evident from this phase of the study and sup-
ported by the testing on the 25 independently selected watersheds is that a 
Potter type method is reliable and that the error distribution was not signifi-
cantly :improved by zoning. 
PHASE II 
Refinement of Potter's Method and Other Improved Methods 
Flood frequency studies 
, , 
Comparison of methods. The common comparisons between frequency methods 
generally compare the goodness of fit of a particular set of data to a curve of 
a known distribution. This criterion was used by Bock, Enger, Malhotra and 
Cllisholm (ref. 3) on 459 watersheds in the Un,ited States with Chi-square as a 
tes.t of the goodness of fit. iheir trials indicated that the log normal distri-
bution was superior to Gumbel or log-Pearson Type III distributions and log 
L normal and Gumbel were both superior to log-Pearson Type III distribution. 
In the first portion of the present study, data from 167 watersheds in the 
Great Basin and cOlorado River Basin were studied. The data were ranked, nor-
malized and plotted on extremal probability paper against the plotting position, 
r (n+ 1)/ .. , where n is the number of years in the array and m is the position 
in 'the array. Selected re turn period values were computed and tabll1ated for 
each watershed and each distribution. The distributions and fitting equations 
used were the cubic polynomial, the log normal, log-PearsOn III, Gumbel, log-
Gumbel, gamma, the normal, Pearson III, and log-gamma. 
Within the range of the data (11 to 100 years) the cqbic gave tne best fit. 
All others except log-gamma fit suffiCiently well to be satisfactory. Since the 
cul:tic polynomial scored best by every goodness of fit test1 over the range of 
the data, it demonstrates the inability of the goodness o'f .fit tests to indicate 
1 These tests were Chi-square, probability of Chi~square, Smimov-Kolmogorov, 
binomial, Cramer-VonMises, and Anderson-Darling. 
45 
'th~ extrapoia.ti~n'- reli~bilit.y of'an~' di'stributiob~' Because'of tld.s~th~,d.ata. 
we,J'e all plotted along with the three m()st commonly used 'd:f.stribut~()D,.iilf()r"<,, 
f:@od frequet1cy analysis; the4c::>uble. exponential or. GutIlbel{the 1:-98 n.()l:1allf,-" ~,~ the log Pearson Type IiI disti'ibutiOp.s to serve as a gUide~q'ex~rIiPo)iat:f.On., 
'TIie flood frequencyplot~ Ilre inciuded ,as Appendix A to tq.is report~;,> 
.. "'.' , ' . ',' " . , . ~" .: ' ',- , . .'. ': ': -' .. -' . 
" TEm-y~~' flobd peaks'from:these COD1putation~ werecOmp~red'dri'tlie~'Pb~ter 
watersheds to the Potter values of q10'and Potter's (ref.;'12)graphic.a.liipper 
andlower frequency method by USU. The differences were not stat~stic.a11y d1f-
feremt, by the t, test~ The tab solute values of the peaks were s~what' higher 
w:l.tA tlleGumbeldisti'ibuti:on, thoughnotsigriificantly so. 
~ 
;; ,Extrapolation. In the previous section we dealtwitb the problem of fit... ['" 
ting a set' of data to a distribution or an equation.Ii1 this·seetion;wew.111 _ 
cdns:l.derrecord len~ths and extrapolation to return periodsbe:rondthe' t-ange of 
the, elata. ' . " , 
A search was made for very long records which wOUld iaOsi 1fuil' be"a' sample r: 
of the variability of the local climate. Four sucl~ records were locat~, i.e., 
the Lake Erie outlet, Logan River, Santa Fe, New Mexico, precipitation and 'f 1 
Mississippi Riv.er at Cairo; Illinois. The same kinds of resuU:swere obtained _ 
for the four records so·the illustrations presented here will'bedrawn'frbm the 
Santa Fe preCipitation record. ,'Figure 20 (p. 47) showscurvescanstructe.d by r 
by dividing the hundred plus years of record into consecutiVe peribds;,of",5-.' l:.; 
y~~,10year,2,O y~r",50:y~r, .lll1d100year t:ecords.,The high~s~ .andlowest 
5-yearvalue,.from ,the, 20;, ,5-year, records are the two"pointsshciWb.:'at".S':years in I ~ 
Figure 20 (p~.47).as ratios ,to the 'value read"from the 100 yfaar, record.' "The 
c.t~o.poiri.ts ,l:!-t1 o years 'were ,derived in 'similar fashiollfrom:~netenlO·Yea.r" 
: r;co rds and so on· until the tipper and lower tul:vesa.recOmpl~te. '" ~>';;, 
.. ~._ _ ", ',' ' .. - .' . - ." ~ -"'" r ~ 
The third curve is .the mek value of allthemeDlbersdfe~ch grQti~',.riVed. t-" 
fI;o~the' same groups of records f~om which theextremes'Were'drawii.." ' 
~, F~8ute2f(p.48)ha.S~iDlilar' curves to 'those' in Figti.re :2d(p'::'47)' except r 
tlje.50-Year.event is forecastfrotrf the different record'lengths..Fl'gUre.22 (p. ,~ 
49) ,is constructed similarly' to :Pigures20(p.4 7) l\Ild21(p'~;48)e:xce~t;'t:he 
,1(jO';'Yearevent ::{.sheing predicted from each ::record 'J!ength~" "', . ~ 
. ,- '.' : __ -:--~:-i_:.,-•. _; ___ ".:," '-":::. '_:_:'_-_:~:-',," --,_:-,~:_,,<-,-; __ , ~ :' .. ::_; ... ----~ 
" , Figure~' 23' throl1gh2~ (p~50-55) shoif the 's8meertor~stribut·idns:wit:h-
the log-Gumbel and'tog-noJ:mSJ. distributions~, 'The Gumbel' dis'tJ:iblitiOil,;app.s r,'~. 
to be somewhat superior :t6ei1::herof the log methods' forgeneral:ex·trapOl'ation, L 
'but appreciableerrors.may he present when re.cordsare' shorte~.thanabout;; 25 
, years on any of the distributions. This observation conttaststdt·li~tne@n- , r ~ 
clusip1ls fOtmdby thefgtillg.ofctirVesw;thinthe range C)~t<h~."4~~a.:~~j'eonly l 
" ,,11 years of -record produced, satisfactory, data fits ,to 'a distribu't:Lal'l··~!Y~ts>' '~, 
finding is simila;r to' tha:t of Benson (ref. 2) fora syntheticlOQO year,s of: 
record • L 
. One ::{.temobsep7ed~s that ~e consecutive record period of.even.lIP to '50 
years in length may lUlve a widely diVergent population:from:the:ll.ut;SO-year f ~,' 
record indicating long term persistence of' climatichighs':andi!ows rafher..lcthan L 
46 t~' 
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Figure 20. Maximum error distribution in the lo-year storm prediction. Gumbel distributio~ ~,rita Fe, 
New Mexico precipitation record. 
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Maximum error distribution in the 50-year storm prediction. 
Santa Fe, New Mexico precipitation data. 
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Maximum error distributions in the lOo-year storm prediction. 
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Maximum error distributions in the lO-year storm predictions. Log Gumbel distribution. 
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Figure 24. Maximum error distributions in the 50-year storm prediction.~··-Lo·g GUinbel distribii't10n, 






































Years of Record 
Figure 25 •. MaxImum error' distributions .in the lOO-year storm prediction. Log'Gumbel distribution, 
Santa Fe, NeW Mexico precipitation . 
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Figure 26. Maxi1D.\.'dD error distribution f,.n the lO-year storm prediction. . Log Normal distribution, 
Santa Fe, New Mexico precipitation. 
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Figure 27. Maximum error distribution in the 50-year storm prediction. Log Normal distribution 
Santa Fe, New Mexico distribution. 
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Figure 28. Maximum error distribution in the IOo-year storm prediction. Log Normal distribution, 
Santa Fe, ·New Mexico precipitation. 
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short termvCl.ria:pilityonly.Eyen'with 50 years of record, the 50-year annual 
peak h'om,onepe:rioc;1of time might be as mllch ,as 200 percent different at the 
e.xtremethaii the<next50~yearperiod..In apractica~record,One.is never sure 
where his ~stima~e;may<li:e int,hepossible range of, c1imaticchaIiges for the 
site. 
, Deterurinatit>riofother:frequencie8f~omtheql~value •.. Potter deterndned 
the 50-year,,~19o§p~k{q5Q,fr()Dla,curvemadeb.yp~ot1:ingthe~Og ;of the.q10 
against thelogo!',the/qs"o.:., The.Q10value,is'detel:1llinect'ft'omthe., estimating 
procedureL,;trhisqloist:liell~Ilte.re(lpnl,tllE!yert:icaLscaleandmoved horizontal-
ly to. t q~ '(!t,trV1a.1ITgel:'ca>thE!' va1~.~~,~~e~50 . i:.IS.rea~ frpm .. th~ hor·izontal s,cale. 
See F1gure 29<'(.p •.. .57).>;cc'; . . .:c< . 
. J:lotterrea~~~ci:·~·~hat·g;~~.f;~tpr~~i~i()I1. cti~d;b~·had· OIt the 10~year peak 
from frequencyplotting.·:tp.ane,:l,tr.~rIllOre.'~r.lessfrequent Tetut:ns~ USU',s pres" 
ent investigatlpll'.veri~i~stlu.tt,tb.ecgre~te~tpred:f.C~ionaccuracy' is obtain.ed 
for the qHl./ ·Tb.~Cu,~:pR~te:f'giye~hassU.ghtlY.lowcarvaJ.uesofq50 than USU 
obtained from. the,POtt::er~Eis~ ~w-~t.~lShedlS ' •. on,ly, but •. agteedye ry 'closely when 
USU used .• all"of:thesami>lesfronithePott:~r States~. This:suggeststhat perhaps 
Potter develpped'liisrelationshipfromalarger sample. Other re'turn intervals 
are relatedtot::he 10-ye8:rflood.peak ~;miFi:8ure3().,(p~58). . 
The ~u,writ~fa bdievetllatrtosin.gledia,tribud.oncanberiaedfor all of 
the United,S.tatea.i,.'.· •. 'Where.coDipu~~rs~:i;e.a"\1ailCibl~,,>.the<c1atapOUi;s."should be 
plotted onext:re~lpapel:'atidi,the.<multiple.functions .'menti~nedpl;O,tted, thus 
allowing the. ~Iig~e.,e1" '. t9 ins~;act;the\resultito .~te~newheth~r,;tl:ley conform 
to any of the." disti:ibufiOnS'()l'""bet,~~*,Cl';Ile!;te14tion S,uch' a~ •. P6t1:er 's upper 
and lower ~fequ~*By, shQ~l,<i~b-e ',dr~l1"':'\/ '~):' ,"":' . ',. 
~n Ap!".::~~:;~f",~¢;~;'~i*ii, it~~~Jt~'~~~';ii:ii~i..i ih~;;ii1iia~~ are given 
':~,;.<j ':,~:.:~: .. :'.--, .'. ; -'-':::~~;'. "---,:':-;-'~;:-;'-'.:' 
.' p~oba~le~:i.~:p~~rtIr1()ff." .• ,Ail.()~\he.· ·.I'periodof .• ··recoraUinstan taneous . 
maximum fl(l()d .. p~ks:foreach,'st::atioIl,:wit::h·diitaavai,1ablfa(wel:L:over 1 000 in the 
proper sizEfiaIlg:J'·~ere.pi9tt¢d agaillst.,:thearea,o:f',·ihewat~ershed£rom which 
each cameorilog-l:«;lg,PCiP~;.··Th~upPca:t"boundary.o£these:p4)ints ·q.efines 'a .curve 
known as theprobClbleinaxI~pea.ki·Urioffcurve~>:Thecurve d~rived . for the 50 
States andP¥et'tQlU.co:issh~ fiiFi.gu~e'i3t:i(p..?~}. . FO.r . verysma11 drainages 
where theculv-ert 'cost' is.ri6i:.· prohibitive,A~l1iscurve·.!might beaJ,lacceptable 
guide to sizing •.. ·. N0:t"!llal.1YbYdro~ogists.C()nsiger.,.tbis,~floW peak to be the. one 
used where~human: lives ai;eiillVOlV:ed.:~h:l,sV:~ue.woU1(LaJ.~~t; certainly be ade-
quate forset~ingma:ximum.wc:1#erSlledsize'sforwliichno oth~rpea~flow 
need be made. . ..; .' . . . 
" ' 
Conclusions.. It appears reasonable from this investigationY,:Cliid thatre:-
ported by Schmidt (ref. 14) as discussed previously to conclude that within the 
range of the data, there is little choice between the different distributions 
or methoJs exc~ptthe log-gamma: distribution'. . 
When extrapolation becomes necessary, all of the methods tested--Gumbel, 
log-Gumbel, log normal, log-Pearson III, ganma, Pearson III, and normal--gave 
56 
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c,lol3er results than the variability of the climate with time. It would appear 
to be. desirable to. establish zonal norms through indirect methods such as tree 
rings,varves, or sOme other technique, in order to determine whether or not .a 
t:f..lDe ,period when measurements were available was characteristic of the climatic 
range f()r, Fl:learea. 
'l'hese'USUwrltets .'feel'stronglY that:whereiecords····.mtist"be'~tta:l?Of~ted 
appreciabl,.beyondthe range of' the data, no single distribution.:shoulcf}be, 
adopted,but·. all points should~beplotted on extremal paaerand a,v:LsU8.!',. 
determination ma.de where the extrapolation linesllould gQ. The uPper" and lower 
:Jreqjrenc.Y proce:du:re. :of Potter can be a good guidea;F this point.··' . 
.Extend~e··.Potter Type 
. . . . 
. Selection and locat:ionofwat~rshedsampies 
'. Wat:~rsheds w~reselecteds()there were atlell;~tseven¥Taters~~s;i'D.~each 
physiographic section of the United.States asdef:ill.ed by Fennemai'Fand'·Johnson 
· (ref.: 7}~Whenever more thant:he minimum numbers of slilllPles.were<located"in 
the same section. the watersheds with the longest records wereretained.:The . 
first samples inspected in each. section were those compiled by Bock., Enger, 
: Malhotr.a,. and ChisbCllm (ref. 3) 0:",;, . 
. . . 
. poigure 32. (p.~~1) shows the lo~~tion of all the sample watersheds within 
thecontiguous1.Jni1:ed States. Figure 33 (p.,62) shows thelocad.on.of .. t:n.e 
· watersheds' in Alaska, Figure· 34. (po 63) shOws the 'location of tnose' water-
shedsiJltheHawai:i.8n .Isl8Jlo,s,andFigure> 35 (p. 64) shows the location of 
watersheds. in Puerto Rico. .. ..., 
· Potter limited the parametfir;: used in the method he.recommeiidedto a. 
'zoning orgeolog1c.para.mete.r, a precipitation factor, area,' a topograp~:c. 
factor ,and a cClr~ectionfact()r "C." In: the USU extension ofthe'me-thQdto 
the balance of the UnitedStates,;1t seemed desirabietoiD.clude.paramet~s 
· which woUld tend to make the method simpler andmor.e versatile. 'Noattempt . 
will be made to~kea literature., rev:i.ew on the. subj ect butinst:ead the reader 
"is referreCl' tothe're.V1ews of Bock, Enger ,Malhotra, andChi:shollll(rEif:3) , 
Chow (ref~:4) ,Hydr:ocomp, Inc. (ref~ 9), and Ben Chie Yen:(ref .22) for_ 
· referencesontlle.supjecL . '. Potter considered the parameters: 'geophysical 
zone, area,wa;etshedslope or··.top()graphic factor;:precipitat:i.on~:fa.ctor, .. ·.drain-
age density 8JlanC'~factor. Several of these para.metersrequi:re 'nUlnipU18tion 
to obtain B:_usablevalueafter . the direct measurement. Eachof:the'basic·ele';' 
ments is measured in the field or from maps, charts,etc.~ Eachparamet.er to 
'. be' te.st.ed,inthis' section ·is· considered in thefollowillg.'s.u,b.headiAg§'I> . 
· ·Atea 
In this section the area used is tha~ given in the USGS publications or 
··tapes except when their area was labeled "approximate." In this instance, 
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Figure 34. Location of sample watersheds in Hawaii. 
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most commonly this was the 7~ minute quadrangle map. No corrections for map 
scale were made in the instance of areas. The area is expressed in square 
miles. 
Snow 
In many areas of the united States a large portion of the annual peak run-
off events occur as a result of snowmelt. Fletcher and Reynolds (ref. 8) showed 
that percent .normal (q2.33) annual runoff peaks were closely associated with 
the percent normal annual 1 April snow waterequivalent. The 1 April snow water 
equivalent was thus .introduced to supplement the other precipitation factors and 
to take advantage of the valuable data by the Soil Conservation. Service Coop-
erative Snow Surveys in the western United States. The parameter used herein 
is the 10-year snow water equivalent in inches of water. The values are read 
from the appropriate snow water equivalent maps in Appendix F. 
Storage 
Potter stated that he carefully avoided surface storage in his selection 
of the watersheds used to develop his method. It may. be seen in Table 1 (p. 5-
9), that, out of 96 Potter's watersheds, only two had significant storage. 
Another 7 watersheds had 1.7% of storage or less. Bar-Kochba and Simon (ref. 1) 
indicated that small watersheds are much more susceptible to the effects of 
storage than large watersheds, but that storages smaller than 25 acre-feet per 
square mile could be considered as negligible .for watersheds larger than 70 
square miles. If this storage had an average depth of 1 foot, it would be 
equivalent to less than 4 percent of the total area. In correlations here 
storages smaller than 1 percent are considered to be negligible. Because so 
many watersheds have values of storage below this value, storage is handled 
as a correction after the estimate of qlO is made from the other parameters. 
To make this correction Figure 36 (p.65) is entered with the percent of the 
area occupied by storage and a multiplier is read off the vertical axis. The 
qlO is multiplied by this multiplier to get the proper 10-year peak flow 
corrected for storage. 
Slope parameter 
During the visits to the States several people complained about the com-
plexity of the Potter T. Consequently, the parameter of channel length up to 
the crest of the watersh.ed divided by the square root of the main stream slope, 
L/i:S, was investigated. There was no difference between T and L/!:; as measured 
by their respective correlations with qlO. In view of this finding USU decided 
to extend this reasoning one step further and try the difference in elevation 
between the top and bottom of. the watershed, llH, as a parameter. Since llH is 
read directly from a topographic map, it is much simpler than either of the 
other slope parameters and if anything, the correlations between llH and qlO 
proved to be even better than the more complex slope parameters. llH is in feet. 
Precipitation parameters 
During the confirmation of Potter's original method, some of the log qlO 
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Figure 36. The relationship between percentage of watershed area covered by , " 
lakes, ponds, swamps, playas, etc. to the multiplier required to 
correct a peak runoff estimate for storage. 
better with the corresponding arithmetic 10 minute precipitation, P10' intensity, 
even. though the two parameters are closely correlated with each other (r2 > 0.9) 
through a log-log transform. The third precipitation parameter, thi R value, 
was included when a national map became available from Transportation Research 
Board Project 16-3. Each of these three precipitation parameters are read from 
a map. R is defined as . the mean annual rainfall erosivity index, EI, or the 
total mean annual kinetic energy* times the annual maximum 30 minute rainfall 
intensity (see Wischmeier and Smith (ref. 21) and Dragoon (ref. 5». 
Drainage density parameters 
The so-called drainage density parameter, drainage density, D-tactor or DD 
is a relatively Simple parameter. It is derived from the total lengths in miles 
*E • I~2 (916 + 332 log I)d wherein I = rainfall intensity for a 
constant period of time and d • depth during the same period. These E 
values are summed for all storms each year and multiplied by the annual maxi-














of all drainage channels shown as blue lines within the watershed, tt, divided 
by the area of the watershed in square miles. The second drainage density 
parameter is the simple primary unit LL. LL is read directly from a 7~ minute 
quadrangle sheet, where one is available with a map measure. It is the total, 
length in miles of all blue lines which indicates stream channels within the 
watershed boundary on the USGS map. If only a 1 :250,000 seale map is available 
the curve in Fig~re 37 (p~ 68) is utilized to correct to the 1 to 24,000 scale 
value. LL is in miles. DD calculated from a 1:250,000 map may be corrected 
to the 1:24,000 scale value with Figure 12 (p. 29). 
Shape factors 
Potter's length of principal drainage Channel LI is related to shape of 
the watershed. The method Potter used to 'determine L! however, was map scale 
dependent. This measurement was therefore modified to extend the length mea-
sured past the end of the blue stream channel line 'to the nearest most remote 
crest of the watershed. With this modification, it was found that the simple 
correlations with q10 were actually improved and the L values were independent 
of map scale. 
The original USU idea was to use one main axis and two minor axes at right 
angles to this main axis as indices of shape of the watershed. The preliminar:y 
correlations, however, indicated that the L/A parameter was equally well cor-
related with Ql0 so the former was-discarded in favor of L/A for simplicity. 
This ratio was later reduced to just L since A was already a parameter. 
Whenever the different forms of each parameter showed similar correlation values, 
the simplest form was chosen for further investigation. When 958 watersheds 
were used in a multiple regression covering all of the states plus Puerto Rico 
the parameter most pertinent to the 10~year flood peak was the precipitation 
parameter, R, followed closely by area, m and LL. P60' L, and Pl0 had some-
what lower weights but were still significant. 
The reduction in the percent of explained variation of q10 from these vari-
ables with no zonation, is just under 74 percent. Dropping the latter three 
parameters decreased the reduction by about 1 percent only, and substituting L 
for the LL decreased the reduction by about 1 percent additional. The three 
variables A, R, and AH give just over 72 percent reduction. 
Zonation 
Potter's original zones were deduced from the SCS problem area map {Figure 
8, p. 19). The physiographic sections from the map of the physical divisions 
of the United States prepared by Fenneman,and Johnson (ref. 7) were selected 
for the present zonation which both Potter and USU felt was desirable. The 
preliminary work which USU did on the Potter watersheds (Phase I) indicated that 
q10/A could be used as a parameter to show the effects of zonation. From this 
and using t as the statistical test method, Potter's Zone II was significantly 
different from his other three zones. As the Potter method was extended to 
other watersheds, the similar physiographic boundaries and the smaller amounts 
of other data on the map, of Fenneman and Johnson made it the most desirable of 
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Figure 37. The relation of LL measured on a 1:250,000 scale map to that 
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When the physiographic sections from the Fenneman and Johnson map were 
compared to each other on the basis of their Q10!Avalue utilizing the t test 
as the criterion of differences, the physiographic sections were gro~~e~ into 
hydrophysiographic zones in Potter's states. Two or more sections were grouped 
in the same zone when the t values between them were not significant and they 
were i.n the same general area. These USU zones are as follows: 
USU Physiographic Sections 
Hydr ophysio graphic from Fenneman 
Zone and Johnson 
1 1, 3A, 3B, 3C 
2 3D, 3E 
3 3F 
4 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B 
5 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B 
6 6C, 8A 
7 8B, 8C, 8D 
8 8E, 8F, 8G 
9 9A, 9B, 9C, 9D 
10 9E, 10 
11 11A, 11B, 11 C, 11D 
12 12A, 12B, 13C 
13 12C, 12D, 12E, 12F, 13B, 13E, 13F, 
13G, 13H, 131, 13K, 14A, 14B, 15A, 
15B 
14 13A, 13D 
19 22B, 22C, 22D, 22E, 21F 
These 15 hydrophysiographic zones cover all of the 16 Potter States. The 
same zonality test was applied to the balance of the test watersheds in the 

















16, 17, 18, 19 
20A, 20B, 23A 
20C, 20D, 20E, 21A, 21B, 21C, 22A 
21D, 21E 
23B, 23D, 24A 
24B, 24D, 24E, 24F, 24G 
23C, 24C, 25 
No zones available--Alaska 
Hawaii and Puerto Rico combined 
It is interesting that no significant differences exist between the water-
sheds in Hawaii and Puerto Rico even without zoning of either being considered. 
These two were combined since they were not significantly different even though 
little physiography was considered. A map delineating the USU hydrophysiographic 
zones of the contiguous United States is given as Figure 38 (p. _70.). 
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The 958 watersheds and their associated basic data used in this phase of 
the study are given in Table 10 (p. 72~91) and are grouped within the 24 USU 
hydrophysiographic zones defined above. 
New Methods 
The basic data used in the development and testing of the new methods, are 
compiled in Tables 1 (p. 5-9), 7 (p. 32-36), and 10 (p. 72-91). ~e watershed 
numbers are in two categories. First, where available, the U.S. Geological 
Survey (ref. 19) numbers and second, the USDA Agricultural Research Service 
(refs. 17, 18) numbers are used to identify the watershed. The two services 
official names are also given'for each watershed. The other data have been 
discussed earlier under parameters and frequency studies. 
The problem of new method development was approached on the basis of sup-
plying directly usable techniques for field use. The methods were investigated 
starting from the simplest and mOst direct to those of increasing complexity. 
They may be summarized as follows: The first procedure was to determine the 
probable maximum peak runoff for the United States and Puerto Rico by plotting 
the maximwn flood peak of record, q , from Tables 1 (p. 5-9), 7 (p. 32-36),' and 
10 (p. 72-91) against the area of tte watershed in square miles from whic:h it 
came. The curve enveloping the upper perimeter of these points was determined 
from the data and is shown in Figure 39 (p. 92). 
For many uses the probable maximum peak runoff is needed since it forms 
the boundary for the upper limit of runoff peaks for each fixed area. Thus all 
finite frequency runoff peaks are smaller than the values represented by ,the 
probable maximum peak runoff curve. 
The second category of ,approaches was to assume that zonation was unneces· 
sary. Combinations of the physicalp~rameters are utilized to obtain a com-
bination which would be at the first portion of diminishing returns between 
accuracy and simplicity. During the preliminary regressions and throughout, 
the methods of Steel and Torrie (ref. 16) were used. The reader is refer:t:ed 
to this or 'other standard texts for explanations of the methods and limitations. 
The preliminary filtering of variables consisted of simple correlations 
'with all variables. All of the significantly correlated variables were retained 
"for the preliminary multiple regression. The weighting of each variable was 
determined from the values by the F test. Only those with significant weights 
were retained for the later work and involved the seven variables A, a~ DR, L, 
P60' Pl0' and LL. The F tests further revealed that the most impottant three 
variables were a, A,and DR in that order and the most important five variables 
were a, A, DR, L, and P60 • 
The first regression equation involving the three most important parameters, 
A, a, and DH was derived from data from all of the, watersheds tabulated in Table 
'10 (p. 72-91) except those that had 4 percent orniore of their area in surface 
water storage. It is called the 3-parameter all zone ~quation and is: 
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Table 10. Continued. Explanation of column headings for.Table 10. 
1. Station. This column has three types of numbers. The first two designate 
what state the number applies to. The balance of the numbers fall into 
two categories--the first would be the USGS designation. For example the 
first station· is 2704015500. The 27 says Minnesota. The. 04 says the 
station drains into the Great r..akes basins while the balance of the 
numbers designate a particular watershed. The second category of numbers 
are the ARS numbers. For example'the last station of Zone 01 is 12 ARS 
8.3. The 12 says the state is Florida and the ARS says this is an ARB 
watershed and the 8.3 says it is watershed No. 3 at Ft. Lauderdale. 
2. Sect. This is the physiographic section from the Fenneman and Johnson 
map. 
3. Area. This is the watershed area in square miles. 
4. Q10. This is the la-year runoff peak in cfs. 
5. Lat. Latitude in degrees and minutes. 
6. Long. Longitude in degrees and minutes. 
7. R. This .is the mean annual rainfall erosivity index explained in the 
text. 
8. PIa. The la-year la-minute rainfall intensity in inches per hour. 
9. P60. The la-year I-hour rainfall in inches. 
10. DH. The difference in elevation between the intercept of the main .drain-
age channel with the watershed boundary and the culvert site. Feet. 
11. L. This is the length of the principal drainage channel from the culvert 
site to the watershed rim. Miles. 
12. LL. The total lengths of all drainage channels on a watershed. Miles. 
13. STRG. The percentage of the watershed covered by lakes~ swamps~ playas~ 
etc. 
14. QMEAN. The arithmetic mean of the annual runoff pea-ks in cfs. 
15. Q2. The 2-year or median runoff peak in cfs. 
16. Q50' The 50-year runoff peak in cfs. 
17. Q100' The lOa-year runoff peak in cfs. 
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Figure 39. The probable maximum runoff peaks and envelope curve for different sized areas in the 
United States and Puerto Rico. 
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In its log10 linear form"it has a multiple correlation coefficient, r, of 
0.854 with 894 degrees of freedom and·a standard error, ,PSe , of 13 percent 
of log10 (qro)' ThiS amounts to a standard error of a point estimate, PSEE, 
of 119 percent of Q10' 
A nomograph for the solution of .the.equation,..was constructecJ and.is,shown 
in Append i:x. H" 00. , The curve fal-the relat ion'ship 'betwee:nthemea,sured : and. :'. , 
· estimated values. of q10withthe 9fpeJ:cent:.~co.!-i'iide?~~interval~-ab()';1tthe-- . 
estimate for the standard error and the standard devJ.atio11-0f a 'poiritestimate 
are shown in Appendix G~od. ',... .. ,." > .' 
. -, .,' - .'. '-. :.:;- ,', . ~-. 
, The secondsef ofregressions:'u's:eathesJ#ethreeparamet'elts but a StaP~rate 
equation was computed for each . of the'24hydrQ,p'~ysiogrcipliiczon.:es. :'Thes~ZA' 
3~parameterzoned .regression,equations arel:lhOW-'n.in Appendix Has,TableH,.;r 
along with the standard error of the. ,estimate:of .'(hO(1\FJ)lI) .as~'~._percent,pt[the 
measured q1 O:for,the data .usedini~sdevel().pmell1;. ;,.Nol1l()graphs,. f"r eac,h" ; . .-
equation wereco!?-structed and are shown;n .App'~ndi~J:I"l. throug~R-?4. 
. .. _. t'.' ~. " H' " _, •• _, C," ."'. ,.'., , ," ",__ ',.' ... 
The third regression was ,a 5-}l~x:~n.etex:. ~';':,~QIle eq~tion. ,Thi~equatiori. 
In its lOS10i:i.Iiearfom, it has an r~f'·O.~56:w1th 892 degrees of'freedbm 
· and a percent standard ,error, PSe,of 12 perc,~~ ,0£ log10 (q1O>.' This trans· 
Hites into a percent standard error of a pointfastilJUite, PSEE,. of 1.16 percent 
of q10' ' 
" The, fourth set pf re~ressions are the eq~~tionsobtained .by zC>IiiIigand 
then determining the individu4 zone regressions ,using ,.5. parametera.·,fo~ .each 
of the 24 hydrophysiographic zones~'These ·equat:lons.are given.in Append:i..x~ as 
TableH-2 :with their respectivepe~centstaIl.4.ard •. eir6rsof estiDiat;eand nuD1bers 
of watersheds used in their deve~o~Ilt.~lS·'- '.' . ~... '. "', ." .. ' . .... . ... 
The fifth regression involved the'1~ar~m~ters~, R~ mi,~"LL~P10!'J.~d 
and is called th~ 7-parameter.call ~on·e_J~quat:f.on~This equation.is. . 
.' , ;" ..• ,." •... ,._,. ".,'", __ 1,,',.".. ,_' .. " ,.. ,f', .. 
&10 :: 1,.8816 AO. 3877 R~·8~2'2;bH?·1,~6·1::·(0.0236 Lt.0.2613 . 
p -0.1891 P 0.4668 
10 60 
Thia equation has anI; of .. 0.860 in its log10linear form with ~PSe of 12 
percentwitp890 degrees of freedOm. This ~i:~ds}l PSEE of U6p~:rceJlt ef 
q10· 
The sixth set of regressiona ar~ theequatieJls ob'tained when theindiv1dual 
zone data are regressed using the SEune} parameters. The different· zone .. 
· equations are shown wi.th the respective er~oql of estimate~s percentCiges Clf. 
the measuredq10 in,Appendix H,Tab+e:H ... 3. 
. . An effort to improve the. predicting ability. of the 3-parameter ail'zone 
equation analogous to that used' in the original Potter method was JDad.ebj' 
AJ?pendices A ~s i.n :,y.ol~e I::U 
Appendices 'B, C,D, E, F ,~, and H :are 'in Volume II 
93 
regres.sing 10g10 of the observed 10~year roooff peaks, .q10.' for each zone 
against 10§10. of the estimated 10~year peaks given by the 3-parameter all zone 
equation, q1 0.{3AZ) • The C:orrectio'q equations thus' derived are given in Appendix 
H, Table H-4. In addition, a scatter diagram and a plot of the correction curve 
derived for each zone along with the 95 percent confidence inte;rvals for. a mean 
and for a point estimate are given in Appendix H as Appendixes H-25 through 
H-48 for zones 1 through 24. respectively. The percent standard error of esti-
mate, PSEE' was reduced for most zones with the,average reducing from 91.5 per-
cent for the uncorrected estimates to 87.1 for'the corrected estimates. Al-
though this reduction is not v~y appreciable, a major reason for using the 
correction equation and curves with the 3-parameter all zone equation is to 
reduce th~ bias that it may have when used in a particular zone. 
A summary of the respective prediction errors expected from the various 
regression equations derived above is tabulated in Table 11 (p. 95). The 3-
parameter all zone equation appears to be nearly as good as the other two all 
zone equations, with the PSEE being reduced only 3 percent by including more 
than the three independent variables included in the 3-parameter equations and 
the r increasing only from 0.854 to 0.860 with a corresponding decrease of 
only 1 percent in PSe • The same observation is generally true for the individual 
zone equations. In those zones where significant improvement appears, e.g., 
zone 6, the number of observations is small; for zone 6 there are only 12 so the 
degrees of freedom are reduced as the number of variables increases (for zone 6 
the degree of freedom goes from 8 for the 3-parameter equations to only four 
for the 7-parameter equations) and the improvement is not as statistically 
significant as it may appear from Table 11 tp. 95). Therefore, the three param-
eter equations, either the all zone or the individual zone equations are prefer-
red for practical use. As mentioned previously all of the equations have been 
tabulated in Appendix H'and nomographs for graphically solving the 3-parameter 
equations have been prepared'and ~re also included there. In addition, the 95 
percent confidence limits for a mean and for an individual point estimate as 
well as the point scatter are shown in Appendix G for all of the 3-parameter 
equations derived from the 898 watersheds having negligible storage. 
Methods test 
Fifty-one watersheds', one from each State and Puerto Rico, were selected 
at random from the watersheds not used in the regressions except where data for 
the SCS method were unavailable. Here a second choice was made. For these 
watersheds the measured q10' and q10 estimates USing the SCS method', the 3-
parameter all zone and zoned and the 7-parameter all zone and zoned were calcu-
lated and are shown in Table 12 (p. 96). The standard errors of estimate for 
each of the 5 procedures are shown at the bottom of Table 12 (p. 96). The mean 
error is the algebraic sum of the percentages of the estimate divided by 51. 
The average error is the average of the magnitudes of the errors. The percent 
standard error of the estimate isa percentage of the mean value of the measured 
ten year peaks, q1 O' 
Summary and Conclusions 
A curve was developed which the writers call the probable maximum r1.m.off 






























Summary of the prediction errors associated with estimating l~year 
peak runoff from the various regression equations given in Appendix 
H. 
J-Parameter l14uationa S-Parameter l14uaUona 7-Par8lleter &tuat1o .... Un- 3-Parameter All 20,. corrected Ig. Cg[lau:1i15l11! lRu 
410 n PSEE He r PSEE He r PSEE P5e r PSEE PSg PS. r 
cfs % % 
" 
% % :r: :r: 
" 
% 
1922 898 119 13 0.854 116 13 0.8S6 116 12 0.860 119 119 13 0.854 
1058 42 84 13 0.774 76 . 11 0.844 67 11 0.876 91 92 16 0.595 
4747 28 60 7 0.198 59 7 0.818 59 7 0.831 68 67 8 0.754 
2195 14 108 9 .0.925 110 10 0.930 97 11 0.934 lOS lOS 9 0 •. 912 
1979 62 56 9 0.795 , 54 9 0.809 53 9 0.809 63 60 9 0.770 
1472 35 44 '8 0.927 ' 51 8 0.931 45 8 0.942 58 75 8 0.912 
2014. 12 88 7 0.840 32 4 0.970 33 5 0.971 9Z 92 10 0.622 
2306 . 33 76 7 0.918 76 7 0.919 79 7 0.929 103 88 1 0.893 
2079 39 51 7 0.952 47 6 0.964 4/J 6 0.968 51 62 7 0.944 
1170 37 85 8 0.850 87 8 0.865 - . 83' 8 0.879 88 88 9 0.800 
1986 10 . 67 12 0.882 68 13 0.905 47 17 0.914 76 83 14 0.745 
4320 32 43 7 0.902 ' 42 6 0;921 39 6 0.923 81 61 9 0.764 
461 ,34 115 2I 0.672 115 20 0.749 89 19 0.793 106 107 23 0.587 
2260 166 83 12 0.897 82 12 0.899 85 12 0.901 108 91 13 0.887 
1304 30 132 17 0.762 134 17 0.789 133 18 0.796 133 121 18 0.104 
356 37 91 14 0.795 91 14 0.800 97 14 0.808 118 101 Zl 0.315 
624 21 9S 8 0.897 73 7 0.940 72 7 0.941 88 73 8 0.893 
368 56 89 IS 0.784 71 14 0.809 76 14 0.825 101 . 98 18 0.622 
1311 14 107 23 0.643 88 Z4 0.708 117 20 0.857 143 124 23 0.520 
1586 40 83 13 0.833 82 13 0.833 82 13 0.838 125 84 13 0.807 
759 42 103 10 0.926 104 9 0:936 106 10 0.937 103 131 12 0.883 
1625 68 67 8 .0.924 68 7 0.931 69 8 0.931 94 . 138 11 0.836 
1013 22 36 5 0.974 34 4 0.979 30 4 0.986 45 38 5 0.966 
2519 6 3S .5 0.961 
- - -
- - -
47 40 Ii 0.886 
12277 18 56 5 0.882 42 4 0.917 34 4 0.924 92 72 6 0.772 
Average error of e8t1taate 77.3% 73.3% 71.2% 91.5% 87.11 
Notes """laining the column headings: 
n 
1s the ....... ten year pesk flow calculated jirolll the ob ....... ellte"y ... " peak nova for eacb zone. 
is the n....ber of vatersheds ueell: iii derivill8 ,the equation. 
1s the standard error of the 10'10 linear equaUon """ressed BB i. p~rceilt of l0810'ii 10' equation: . -. . I 
PS e, 
100 
• 2 . 
t(lOS10'l.10 ,- 10810'1.10(1:» 
n - 2 
r 1. the correlation coefficient be""" ... Ql0 and 410, Ii: 18 ulclllated by the equation: 
r • t(o: - x) (, - j) 
where x and y are any two independent and depend .... t variables respectively. 
95 
It 18 calcu1eted by the 
~ 
Table 12. Comparison of 10-year peak flow estimates by the SCS method and four USU methods. 
usu usu usu usu 
ses Method (3.Parameter (7-Parameter (3-Parameter (7-Param.eter 
Ql0 All Zone) All Zone) Zonedl Zoned) 
State Measured 
11'10 'II> a '(flO 'II> 'fIo 'II> 11'10 'II> ~? .. % Ql0 EetIinate Error 1 Estimate Errpr2 DiIimate Error 3 .EstImate Errpr4 ErrorS 
Alabama 2.070 650 -219 2.162. + 4 1.461 - 42 1,3'" - 52 1,441 -+f 
Ala aka 2,131 350 -509 2,457 + 13 1.366 - 56 3,025 + 30 2,104 
-
1-
Arizona 265 900 + 71 124 -1l2 139 - 90 347 + 24 329 + 19 
Arkansas 1.790 1.200 
- 49 1,289 - 39 1,121 - 59 2.145 + 17 1.693 
-
6 
California 385 1,200 + 68 454 + 15 369 '- 4 214 - 80 322 - 19 
Colorado 271 165 
- 64 353 + 23 421 + 36 666 + 59 851 + 68 
Connecticut 1,562 350 -346 1.556 +0.3 1,379 - 13 1.172 - 33 925 
- 69 
Delaware 3,489 150 -zzz6 1.485 -135 1,470 -137 1,266 -175 1,119 -211 
florida 2,064 3,500 + 41 3,495 + 41 2.959 + 30 1,162 
- 77 2,117 + 2 
Georgia 667 70 -853 682 + 2 569 - 17 425 - 56 405 - 65 
Hawaii 6,655 5,200 
- 28 6,473 
-




Idaho 153 700 + 78 485 + 68 639 + 76 248 + 39 313 + 51 
minois 630 290 -117 249 -100 342 - 84 358 - 76 380 - 65 
Indiana 6 10 +·40 8.8 + 3 40 + 84 10 + 41 19 +69 
lowa 1,202 950 
- 27 632 - 90 593 -103 1,143 - 5 933 - 29 
Kansas 1,142 1,200 + 5 875' - 31 1,186 + 4 1.858 + 39 2,612 + 56 




8 4,238 + 44 3,633 ' + 34, 
Louisiana 6,457 2,000 -223 6,824 
-
5 5,035 
- 28 4,016 _ 61 4,558 - 42 
Maine 248 500 + 50 446 + 44 368 +33 345 + 28 285 + 12 
Maryland 530 2,400 + 78 825 + 36 934 + 43 430 
- 23 421 - 26 
Massachusetts 245 350 + 29 606 + 60 581 .+ 58 436 + 44 364 + 33 
Micbigan 617 1,000 + 38 872 + 29 910 + 32 516 - 20 772 + 20 
Minnesota 2,415 1,000 -142 1,303 
- 84 1,116 -116 2.053 _ 18 1,900 - 27. 
Missis sippi 4,961 2,200 -126 5.523 + 10 4,821 
-
3 4.294 
- 15 4,611 
-
8 
Miasouri 908 1,200 + 24 460 
- 99 572 - 59 681 - 33 640 - 42 
Montana 531 300 
- 77 244 -118 311 - 71 857 + '38 893 + 41 
Nebras~ 790 390 -103 403 - 96 196 -303 279 -183 353 -124 
Nevada 550 2,800 + 80 551 0 241 -128 189 -I'll 336 -64 
New Hampshire 487 375 .. 30 902 + 38 762 + 36 614 + 21 517 + 6 
New Jersey 726 1,400 + 48 432 68 378 
- 92 368 
- 97 458 - 58 
New Mexico 923 2,000 +54 849 
-
9 925 0 1,133 + 18 833 
- 11 
New York 1,181 300 -294 1,142 
-
3 1,221 + 3 701 
- 68 1,177 0 
North Carolina 1,596 440 -263 1,881 + 15 1,362 17 1,332 
-
4 1,592 0 
North Dakota 102 820 + 88 386 + 73 276 + 63 197 + 48 326 + 68 
Ohio 845 800 
-
6 596 
- 41 519 - 63 1,124 + 25 822 
-
3 
Oklahoma 12,250 28,000 + 56 12,244 0 8,060 - 52 14,962 + 18 11,657 
-
5 
Oregon 200 900 + 78 232 + 14 246 + 19 232 + 14 313 + 36 
Pennsylvania 1,770 300 -490 1,784 + 1 888 
- 99 1,249 - 42 1,324 - 33 
Puerto Rico 8.569 8,900 + 5 6,567 - 30 6,426 - 33 10,553 + 19 9,484 + 10 
Rhode leland 652 300 -117 1,869 + 65 1,698 + 62 1,593 + 59 1,07.6 
"" 39 
South Carolina 3.354 500 -571 5.382 
- 38 4.049 + 17 4,560 + 26 3,989 + 16 
South Dakota 98 1.600 +94 387 + 76 406 + 76 208 
- 53 393 + 75 
Tennessee 3,325 610 -445 2,704 
- 23 2,994 - 11 3,925 + 15 4, III + 19 
Texas 75.2 30 -150 83 + 10 63 
- 19 83.9 + 10 88.2 + 15 
Utah 25 510 + 95 230 + 89 273 + 91 79 + 68 36 + 27 
Vennont 972 345 -182 1,218 + 20 985 + 1 1,336 + 27 1,133 + 14 
Virginia 22.8 70 + 67 35.9 + 32 41 +44 30.7 + 26 28.1 + 19 
Washington 211 800 + 74 533 + 60 723 + 71 382 + 45 420 + 49 
West Virginia 1,644 220 -647 1,485 + 10 1,581 
-
4 1,921 + 14 1,961 + 16 
Wisconsin 68.4 240 + 72 72 + 5 76 + 10 104 + 34 84 + 18 \.. ..; 
Wyoming 537 1,500 + 65 596 + 10 650 + 17 594 + 9 690 +zz 
Mean error -145.75 -3.14 ·15.08 -8.08 -1.12 
Average error 200.57 40.32' 51.,24 44.41 37.08 
Percent Standard Error of Estimate 160 39 62 50 38 





















10.[3 .. 92 + 0.812 .. (log A) - 0.0325 (10gA)2l 
BBsides s,tandard procedures used for sizing. of culverts, and usingra~ ~, 
and other, factors I • the above curve can' be used to detei:mine the ,m.aximum •• ,. 
watershed area'that can be used with each size -of culvert iristilllation. ·1. f*ose 
States that administratively use a certain minimU1'il culvert size.this would give the 
maximum 'sizewa~rshea whiCh did not require a '~lO estimate of runOff. ~.~!'. ' , 
,or practical fie~d use, it appears that a 3-parameter all zone regre8~!q~ 
may be used to forecast runoff peaks with a mean standard error of' th~ ~~~!.t~ 
of about 119 percent. Additional parameters up to seven did not apprec;:*~1-1 
improve these e.stimates. If zoning is introduced the standard errors 9J,ni 
estimate' range betweell 35 percent and 132 percent with an average vaitie .9'17 
percent. ' An, appreciable portion of the error'comes from zones 3, '12, 14, 1., 
and 20. It is felt that the map ofR might be, the source of at least. ' 
portion of the errors in these zones. . 
NOmOgraphshave been constructed for the solution of all of the 3"par~@X' 
equations (se~ Appendix H). 
All of the pertinent parameters may be ui.easured from 7~or 15 minute 
quadrangle maps. When these maps are not available 'the 3-parameters can b~ 
reliably measured from the 1 :250,000 scale maps but the remaining' parametg~ 
requir.e use of correction curves. 
The writers suggest calling these procedures the FHWA method and s:ua.8!St; 
that it n01: presently be used on areas larger than 100 square miles. ,-
PHASE III 
Field Visits and Evaluation 
Contacts were made with at least one person from each State. As, .~.@l 
rule, the personnel of the States were very cooperative and candid. Ai..,,,,,, 
they went to great lengths to supply the information requeste.d. 
Questions 
The questions asked in the interviews always embodied some form. of to,. 
following: 
1. Have you or do you use Potter's method? If so, what 'do youl1'" ~bqut 
it and what do you dislike about it? 
2. What methods do you use for the hydrologic design of culverts ~~, 
small watersheds? What do you like and diSlike' about each? 
3. Do you utilize the storage provided by fills or borrOw areastQ 
decrease peak flows? Do you include suchs terage in your deai •. '
4.' In what form would you prefer' to have a design method present_f·->;· 





4~·.::! IO i~. 
::J.lrlQf 
Results 
~. . .. r~ . 
Do you consider a certain percentage of failures as a normal p.art of 
the risk? 
When there are failures do you or members of your staff have an 
opportunity to see and study the failure or are failures buried by 
repairs before you are aware of them? 
The answers to the questions may be summarized as follows: 
.. , r~!.>. 1. Only three of the specialists queried had ever used Potter's method. 
L;'!%!~wO:; three others said they thought the method had been' tried in their State 
.. p'~~qr to the time of the interview.. A common academic reaction was that' the T 
factor was too difficult to keep straight whether the upper 0.3 or the lower 
0.7 was the division point of the slope, thus introducing blunders. Universally, 
:,p@!§gnne1 liked the, general. format of the Potter method. Generally separate 
,)lgrqups were preferred. They liked cycle graphs, alignments charts, or other 
J~c~nical procedures or aides. 
"jJ .. 
::e 2. The most common and universally used method was some form of the 
:l)~tiona1 method. Most States used the Rational method for areas smaller than 
200 acres, but one State used the Rational method on all drainages regardless 
of size even to large rivers. .Incidental1y, this State reported no knowledge 
9f failures since adopting the Rational method. From personal observations in 
,d;hat State, it appeared their designs approacped sizes accommodating floods 
~.~pproaching the magnitude of the maximum probable flood. Another observation 
in connection with the use of the Rational method was the general failure to 
~,o~.~~ve the lower limit on the dme of concentration or lag time whichever was 
., ilJ." qae .' . 
-.,;..,:;. ... ,\ .. 
By far the most widely used forecast methods were those proposed by the 
local u.S. Geological Survey units for States who had progressed this far in 
the small watersheds program such as Texas (Schroeder, ref. 15). In general, 
the States have faith in these methods but would much prefer more computational 
aids such as those of Schroeder, enabling project engineers to make field checks 
if questions arise. In Texas, these aids were furnished. In one or two others, 
States had constructed their own aids • 
••• ,/1 ... "j-"" 
TWo States were using some of the old sewerage formulas for watersheds of 
aJ,1 sizes. In contrast to this, 15 States have mUltiple methods which they use 
1:oj'j9#P1icate each flood design estimate. They adopt the result which seems most 
1pgica1 from engineering judgment. 
-;('1 No State was completely happy with the method or methods they were using 
and most personnel expressed a desire for improvement. With such a desirable 
. aF-!J.tude, improved methods should be forthcoming and will be rapidly adopted. 
3. Only five States were using fill or borrow storage to reduce the mag-
nitudes of flows and thus to reduce culvert size. The distinct ~ression was 
gained, however, that an appreciable number .ofStates were contemplating moves 















complete, flood peak hydro graph of the flow becomes desirable or necessary. 
Only one State was beginning to accumulate hydrograph data at the ti~ of the 
visit, hoWever. 
4. The preferred format in nearly all States was some type ·of graphical 
or alignment chart suitable for the use of proj ect engineers in the field ~,y 
Nearly a dozen States expressed a need to incorporate maximum versatility in 
any new method. ' n 
5. No State was completely satisfied with its present method. Each State 
felt its method either over or under designed or was too complex. ThtFwfi!t.ers 
believe the real problem here lies in their con'cept of a risk factor .jnius it 
is also involved in question No.6. ' ":1~.sJ: 
, , ~w t.O 
6. The great majority of interviewees felt that some failures sh8Ua;;occur, 
but the same people also felt strongly that failures should only result· from 
unusual events or circumstances. Use of risk factors needs to be formulated in 
a better way for convenient field use. If a culvert is designed to accommodate 
a 50-year storm with a 5 percent chance of failure, the structure must actually 
accommodate a lOOO-year flood event. The impression was gained that personnel 
were not commonly familiar with this concept. 
7. Nearly all States had the problem of feedback to the' designer;;' If 
failures '. occur on small culverts, the damage is nearly always repaired 1>yrliDainte-
nance crews before the design people are aware that any damage occurred. ';Natural-
ly, this is not true of crossings on larger streams or where bridges are involved. 
It would certainly appear to be beneficial to design people to be.'infoi:1i1ed'··of 
any kind of failure in time to examine each incident prior to repair, 'pard.cular-
ly failures from small a~a floods. 
PHASE IV 
lh;)c' ' 
. ,:~, .. ,1/';:: 9J:i::: 
~::f2 S&.d 
Evaluation and Analysis .. ;.' :;.. 1:.\ bJ: .;:. 
A. Conclusions from a study of flood damage. As a direct consequefi.c~ of 
the study of flood damage and the literature, the writers feel that flood damage 
can best be expressed by the stage. This is illustrated by Figure 40 (p. 100)' 
which is computed from the data of Grigg and Helweg (ref. 8a) and,fit to a: log-
extremal distribution. The maximum stage as used here to reduce the data':to a 
common base is the maximum for each group of data and the maximum damage';':I.t; the 
damage resulting from this maximum head. The data show considerable scatter 
depending upon the location but all seem to linearize with the transforms used. 
It seems clear that the lingle most important flood parameter is stage. 
The peak flows are exponentiAlly related to stage. Thus the advantages of using 
fills to reduce culvert _ carefu~ly weighed against the increased 
flood hazard as a re8u1t"·~lth. ':.taj.~ , , , , 
B. Frequency probl_.~, ,,' , 
discussed in earlier sect1oll. ' 
. ~ ,', '; ~--. : ;:. 
,~h. frequency problems have 'been 
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Figure 40. The relationship of percent of maximum stage to the percent of damage at maximum stage. 
,I 
__ J.~ .. _._~ -..i~ .. 
, . 
discussed here. Figure 41 (p. 102). shows. the percent chance of having floods 
in the size for the different return periods occur in different time periods 
from one year to 100. years. The randomly generated frequency curves do not 
generally coincide with the curves from actual data. For example, Figure 42 
(p. 103) shows a generated set of data compared to the measured data for the 
USGS watershed numbered 06658500, Laramie River near Jelm, Wyoming. 
C. Conclusions from entire study. The validity of Potter's approach was 
verified and updated equations and graphs were produced using current and cor-
rected data for the 96 watersheds originally selected by Potter for deriving 
his method. 
When 25 watersheds were chosen at random from the same States from which 
Potter cho:;;e his watersheds, the standard errors of estimate were as follows: 
ql0(ATPK) = 127 percent, zoned into Potter zones 157 percent and qIO(ATPC) 
(using Potter's published curves) = 197 percent of the measured va ues. 
Theiparameters used by Potter were simplified into their measured com-
ponents and one additional parameter, R, introduced. Furthermore, the zoning 
used by Potter was extended and simplified through the use of the physiographic 
sections of the United States. Through use of the measured 10-year peak runoff 
per unit area and the statistical t test, these zones were grouped until 24 
covered all of the United States and Puerto Rico. The parameters measurer! on 
a large sample of watersheds representing these 24 zones were area (A), 10-year 
peak runoff (ql0)' location (Latitude and Longitude), iso-erodent value (R), 
10-year 10-minute precipitation (P10)' 10-year 60-minute precipitation (P60)' 
difference in elevation between the watershed rim at the extension of the 
principal drainage and the culvert site (DH), the length of the principal 
drainage (L), the total lengths of all drainages on each watershed and the 
storage (S). . 
Regressions between q10 and these parameters were made using various trans-
forms and each parameter weight evaluated with the statistical F test. These 
regressions were made both on an all sample basis and by the above hydro-
physiographic zones. 
It was shown that most of the variation in ql0 could be accounted for by 
area, A, R, and elevation difference DR. The standard error of estimate for 
the three parameters, when Ql0 estimated was compared to Q10 measured as a 
percentage of the measured for about 900 watersheds, was 119 percent and with 
seven parameters it was 116 percent. After zoning the same errors as means 
became 77.3 percent for the three parameters and 71.2 percent for the seven 
parameters. 
When the Q10 for each zone's watersheds were estimated with the 3-parameter 
all zone equation uncorrected for zone and then corrected for zoning, the mean 
standard errors were 91.5 percent and 87.1 percent respectively~ 
A 51 watershed sample (one from each State and Puerto Rico), correcting 
the es~imates for storage, and comparing the SCS method on the same watersheds 
gave the following percent standard errors of estimate; SCS, 160; all zone 
101 
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Figure 42. Comparison of a randomly generated runoff peak series and a measured series f~ USGS 
watershed 06658500, Laramie Riv~lpnear~elm, Wyo~~·. 
3~parameter, 39; all zone 7-parameter~ 143; ~-parameter zoned, 50 and 7-parameter 
zoned, 38 as percentages of the measured values. None of these watersheds were 
used in development of the equations. 
··I"loljs.:J..tqJ 
.S 2AFlood risk is related to the flood stage as well as frequencies so must 
be considered except where using maximum likely flood peaks for the entire USA. 
No single dis.tribution will fit all flood peak frequency data but some are 
more likely to fit than others. The writers reconttnend that measured points be 
plotted along with the fitted distributions for extrapolation. 
A greatly improved method for forecasting runoff peaks at known recurrence 
'~tl.at-eDVals is simple and more reliable than previously existing methods. 
!,ul 'l9S.u.i:· 
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CROSS REFERENCES TO Al'J:lENDICES 
FHWA decided to print Appendix A separately from the other 
appendices to facilitate a plan to selectively distribute 






Appendix A cons;l.sts of a.pproximate1Y,220:v.a.ge$of'f1ood frequency 
curves and data that were used' in thestudy~ :This appendix is printed 
in Vol. III wh1ch. is report No. FHWA,~;R,lk-17"';160.,Appendix A, as a whole 
will be of tntel'es,t to researchers' who w;tsh to develop new equations 
and to scientists' who wish to 'validate the' equation~ that have been 
deve1oped~ Otherewiae only portions of Appendix A will be o~ interest 
to a given State. 
In the first printing we will keep Appendix A intact but will make' 
very limited distribution.' In subsequent printings, we pian to separate 
Appendix A by States if it is needed to enhance design procedures pro-
moted by FHWA. 
APPENDIX B 
Appendix B consists of a detailed Hydrophysiographic zone map for 
each State. Appendix B is included in Vol II which is Report No. 
FHWA-RD-77-159. 
APPENDIX C 
Appendix Cconsists of a detailed Iso-erodent map for each State. 
Appendix C is included in Volume II. 
APPENDIX D 
Appendix D consists of a detailed 10-yeart 60-minute precipitation, 
P60, map for each State. These maps are necessary to use the 
S-parameter prediction equations. Appendix D is included in Vol II. 
APPENDIX E 
Appendix E consists of a detailed lo-year, lo-minute precipitation, 
P10, map for each State. These maps are necessary to use the 
7-parameter prediction equations. 'Appendix E is included in Vol II. 
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APPENDIX F 
• Appendix F contains the lO-year, April 1 snow water equivalent 
maps for each of the Western United States including Alaska. 
Appendix F is also included in Vol II. 
APPENDIX G 
Appendix G contains scatter diagrams for the relationship between 
the measured and estimated lo-year peak flows with 95 percent con-
fidence intervals for the mean as single samples for each of the 
24 hydrophysiographic zones using 3-parameter lumped and zone equa-
tions. Appendix G is included in Vol III which is report No. 
FHWA-RD-77-160. 
APPENDIX H 
Appendix H contains the equation and nomographs. The 3-parameter, 
5-parameter, and 7-parameter equations are listed for the "all 
zone" situation in which all the data were lumped together and 
for each of the 24 zones separately. Nomographs are included for 
all the 3-parameter equations. Appendix H also contains scatter 
diagrams and correction curves for the 3-parameter all zone equa-
tion with 95% confidence limits for a mean and a point estimate. 
Appendix H is inc1ud~d in Vol II. 






U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
SUBJECT Transmittal 0 Researc eport os. FHWA BULLETIN 
FHWA-RD-77-l58 and FHWA-RD-77-lS9 "Runoff 
Estimates for Small Rural Watersheds and eptember 6, 1978 
Development ,of a Sound Design Method, tI 
Volumes I & II ' 
This bulletin covers the distribution of the subject 
reports which describe a new method for predicting runoff 
from small rural watersheds. These reports'will be of 
, interest to engineers concerned with highway drainage. 
Volume I is the research report which describes the analy-
ses made to develop the method. Volume II describes how 
to use the method for design but it leaves the designer 
with several options that appear to have approximately 
the same reliabi.lity. For example, options include using 
7-parameter, 5-parameter, or 3-parameter equations, all' o'f 
which have approximately the same standard error of esti-
mate. To simplify use of this research report, the 
3-parameter equations will be' extracted and presented in a 
summary, guide in the future • 
The Water Resources Council (WRC) is planning to check the 
validity of this method along with other selected methods 
for estimati~g runoff. " , 
Sufficient copies of the reports are being distributed to 
provide a minimum of one ,copy to each Regional office, one 
copy to each' Division, of,fice, and one copy to, each State 
highway ~gency. Direct distribution is being made to the 
Division offices. Additional copies for official use may 
be requested from Mr. David Solomon, Chief, Environmental 
Design and Control Division, FHWA, HRS,-42, Washington, D.C. 
20590. See the attached Report Request Form. These requests 
will be filled while the supply'lasts. Additional copies 
for the public are available from' the National Technical 
Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce', 
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Vi:rginia 22161. A 
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Ass'6'ciate Administrator for 
Research and Development 
OPI: HRS,- 42 
Reports FHWA-RD-77-l5B & FHWA-RD-77-l59 
"Rlmoff Estimates for Small Rural Watersheds and 
Development of a Somd Design Method" 
Frequency analyses of more than 1,000 small watersheds in the United 
States and Puerto Rico were used to develop the estimation method for 
design of peak flow for ungaged watersheds. This method, called the 
Federal Hig~y Administration (FHWA) method, is conceptually similar 
to the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) method developed by W. D. Potter. 
The FHWA method relates the runoff peak to easily determined hydro-
physiographic parameters and is intended for use on watersheds smaller 
than SO square miles. The concept of risk is incorporated into the 
reconmended design procedure. The risk is the probability that' one 
or JOOre events will exceed a specified peak flow wi thin the usable 
lifetime of the drainage structure. The return period of the design 
flood peak can then be modified according to the risk the designer 
is willing to take. Another concept dealing with the probable maxjmum 
runoff peak derived as a MCtion of watershed area is included. The 
flow obtained from this relationship is considered to be the upper 
limit of the design flow that may realistically be expected to ever 
occur. As such it may be appropriate to use in situations where the 
consequences of failure are extremely great. 
To obtain additional copies of these reports, please send in the 
request fom below. ' 
REPORT RlQUEST RJRM 
"RLmoff Estimates for Small Rural Watersheds and 
Development of a Somd Design Method" 
Please send copies of FHWA-RD-77-l5B, Voltnne I "Research 
Report" and/or copies of FHWA-RD-77-l59, Voltnne II "Recomnendations 
for Preparing Design Manuals; and Appendices B, C, D, E, F, G, & If' 
N8me __________________________ ~ ______________________ ------
Agency ___________________ Route Symbol __ _ 
Street ____________________________________________________ ___ 
City _________________________________________________ _ 
























FEDERALLY COORDINATED PROGRAM OF HIGHWAY 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (FCP) 
The Offices of Research and Development of the 
Federal Highway Administration are responsible 
for a broad program of research with resources 
including its own staff, contract programs, and a 
Federal.Aid program which is conducted by or 
through the State highway departments and which 
also finances the National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program managed by the Transportation 
Research Board. The Federally Coordinated Pro-
gram of Highway Research and Development 
(FCP) is a carefully selected group of projects 
aimed at urgent, national problems, which concen-
trates these ,resources on these problems to obtain 
timely solutions. Virtually all of the available 
funds and staff resources are a part of the FCP, 
together with as much of the Federal-aid research 
funds of the States and the NCHRP resources as 
the States agree to devote to these projects. * 
FCP Category Descriptions 
1. Improved Highway Design and Opera-
tion for Safety 
Safety R&D addresses problems connected with 
the responsibilities of the Federal Highway 
Administration under the Highway Safety Act 
and includes investigation of appropriate design 
standards, roadside hardware, signing, and 
physical and scientific data for the formulation 
of improved safety regulations. 
2. Reduction of Traffic Congestion and 
Improved Operational Efficiency 
Traffic R&D is concf'rned with incH~al\ing I I .. · 
operational efficiency of existing highwu),s hy 
advancing technology, by improving designs for 
existing as well as new facililies, und lIy kl!f'P' 
ing the demand-capacity rdulion~hip in ·hnUf'r 
balance through traffic managellll~nt h.dH1iqtlf·~ 
such as bus and carpool preff'n'nliul In~ulnl\·1I1. 
motorist information, and rl'Tollting of trllm(~. 
3. Environmental Considerations in High-
way Design, Location, Construction, and 
Operation 
Environmental R&D is directed toward identify-
ing and evaluating highway elements which 
affect the quality' of the human environment. 
The ultimate goals are reduction of adverse high-
way and traffic impacts, amI protection and 
enhancement of the enviro" cnent. 
4. Improved Materials Utilization and Dura-
bility 
Materials R&D is concerned with expanding the 
knowledge of materials properties and technology 
to fully utilize available naturally occurring 
materials, to develop extender or substitute ma-
terials for materials in short supply, and to 
devise procedures for converting industrial and 
other wastes into useful highway products. 
These acthtities are all directed toward. the com-
mon goals of lowering the cost of highway 
construction and extending the period of main-
tenance-free operation. 
5. Improved Design to Reduce Costs, Extend 
Life Expectancy, and Insure Structural 
Safety 
Structural H&D is concerned with furthering the 
latest kchnological advances in structural de-
signs, fabrication processes, and construction 
lechnique·:<. 10 provide !'afe. l'fficit'nt highways 
III rellsonllbh~ cost. 
6. PrototYI)e lleveJopment and Implementa-
tion of Uesearch 
This ellh'~orr is (!Olll:f'rm~d with dt·veloping and 
Irnlll<f/'rri"g n~l:wureh and ledmology into prac· 
Ikn. or. n" it hu:< hcell commonly identified, 
"1t'dmoJof(Y I rlllll!rer." 
7. 'nlproved Technology for Highway Main-
hmJlnce 
Muhlhmlllll.:I' H&D olljl'eliVI's include the develop-
• The complete i-,'olum" oHldll1 ~,,,t"'lh'"1 or lim YI'I' ,. Intlll Mitl IIPl'lkllli\l1l (If new technology to im-
available from the National 'I'l'('hllleni In(nfllllllj'tII ,."t.i,"· 1, ..r.oVl'lUa .. IUI.t!llllll'lIl. III uug'ment the utilization' 
(NTIS)' Springfield. Vlrj(lnill 221111 IOrd"r Nn. I'll ",,,'jt)l\'l'. ~ 
price $45 ·postpaid). !'\lul!h· (,,,,,1<', .. f II", 'ntr.Hl\.u'.I"rr' ·'.JJr'(ll!ll\lri~('~' 1111(110 im1fl'u!;(, operational efficiency 
,'olume are obtaillllb.l" wlthnut I'IlIIrll" from ,".rtlltr~1!i ':.,';',nnd,';,I!oIl{.,IY in IIII' rnuinlt~nunce of highway 
Analysis (HRD-2I, Olllc". tor 1I"''''lIf''1I IIhll 1»" .. 11'1'"111111;", " •• ,-,,·,"IJ-.......• 
Federnl Hhtllwny A<lmlnl,!rutln", \\'0.hlllll1 .. II, lu?·:·'at!j)~lh m.", 
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